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ABSTRACT 
The Public Transport Authority (PTA) of Western Australia aims to provide a safe and reliable 
transport service to Western Australians. The PTA is accountable to ensure that 
uninterrupted, reliable and safe power is supplied and distributed through overhead line 
equipment (OLE) to the train railcars.  
Rail cars on the network operate with 25kV AC supply. There are protection systems in place 
to protect the electrical network and isolate faulty sections from the rest of the network and 
prevent any further damage to equipment.  
The traction power network supplies the required power for the rail cars through the 
catenary and contact wire in the electrical network. The return current from the rail cars 
flows back through the rail tracks and return conductor (RC) wire to the feeder station using 
booster transformer (BT). Over the years PTA has decided to remove the BTs from the 
network due to strategic and financial reasons. 
This project is focused on the Midland line, as this is the only line where all the BTs are 
disconnected from the system. As result, the overall impedance of the traction power 
network was changed. This change caused the relay’s accuracy in the network, which results 
in operational delays. In other words, the distance to fault readings by the relays were no 
longer correct and, eventually, this affects the train operations and could cause delays in 
fault findings in the OLE network. Therefore, PTA has decided to update the distance 
protection relay settings. However, the first step performed under this project was to 
provide a test plan and measure the overhead line impedances and verify the measured 
data by theoretically calculate and modelling traction power system (in OpenPowerNet).  
All of the mentioned works were performed under this project except the traction power 
system modelling which were performed in collaboration with a PTA electrical engineer and 
all the input data in system modelling were provided under this project.    
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CHAPTER1. INTRODUCTION 
The Public Transport Authority of Western Australia (PTA) aims to provide safe and reliable 
transport services to Western Australians, as well as designing, building and maintaining 
public transport infrastructure in WA [1]. 
Perth’s public transport is recognised in the top 100 of the world. According to ARCADIS 
sustainable cities mobility index 2017, Perth public transport was ranked 87th in the overall 
category of the world public transport systems [2]. PTA achieved this by a great team effort 
and proper planning. To maintain high standards, PTA has a strategic plan in place for the 
2017-2021 timeline. The strategic plan covers the key result areas, strategic goals, strategic 
risk categories and values. Details of the full strategic plan is provided in section  7.2. 
Within the PTA, the Network and Infrastructure (N&I) division is responsible for managing 
and maintaining the railway infrastructure. The N&I, through its Electrical engineering 
branch, is accountable to ensure that uninterrupted, reliable and safe power is supplied and 
distributed through Overhead Line Equipment (OLE) to the train railcars. This also includes 
catering for all future development designs and maintaining the existing equipment [3]. 
The traction power network supplies power to the rail network that spans an area 
approximately 40 km north of Perth, 71 km south, 21 km west and 30 km east of Perth. 
Plans are currently in progress to expand the rail network and create further commuting 
services from the city to the airport, from Butler to Yanchep, and Thornlie to Cockburn [4].  
This will result in an increase in load to the existing rail infrastructure. See section  7.1 in 
Appendixes for the current electrical network schematic. 
Rail cars in the PTA network operate at 25kV 50Hz AC single phase. To meet the power 
demand in the traction power network, several Feeder Station (FS) and Track Sectioning 
Cabin (TSC) were allocated across the network. In each FS, there is an incoming 132kV feed 
from Western Power (WP) which steps down to 25kV by using a 132/25 kV, 15MVA 
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transformers allocated with relevant protection system. Protection systems are an essential 
part of any electrical network to isolate the faulty section from the rest of the network and 
prevent any further damage to equipment. 
In the past, the PTA implemented electromechanical relays for protection of the overhead 
lines and since these relays are not advanced enough to indicate fault location, with every 
fault on the network, the OLE team had to respond promptly to find the fault location, and 
inspect the distance between affected Feeder Station (FS) to the next FS or Track Sectioning 
Cabin (TSC) to identify the reason for the relay trip. Foot patrols were utilised to determine 
the fault location and, as the fault location was unknown, the technicians were at times 
required to walk distances of up to eight kilometres (on Midland line) to find the exact fault 
location. This process was time-consuming and could affect train operations and had a 
significant impact on the electrical department’s resourcing. Therefore, it was crucial for the 
PTA to rectify the fault on the network faster and resume the services as many people rely 
on public transport every day. 
Over time, PTA performed a transition from the electromechanical relays to Intelligent 
Electronic Device (IED) generation relays to increase the system reliability and performance. 
IED generation relays have the ability to calculate and indicate the actual distance to fault 
value in kilometres. In case of a fault in the network prior to re-energising the overhead 
lines, the Electrical Control Officer (ECO) is responsible for finding the causes for the fault on 
the network and escalate any overhead line defects to the OLE maintenance team. The OLE 
team is responsible for locating the fault and inspecting it to rectify the problem and carry 
necessary maintenance to safely re-energise the network. The distance to fault data 
obtained from distance protection relays is used to assist the OLE team in finding the fault 
location and minimising the downtimes. 
With regard to overhead lines and current paths, PTA used booster transformers (BT) to 
limit the amount of return current passing through the rails and diverts the current into the 
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Return Conductor (RC) wire to minimise interference with the communication and control 
signals by separating them. 
Over recent years PTA has decided to remove the BTs from the network due to economic 
and operational reasons. By strapping the BTs from the Midland line and moving toward a 
booster-less network, the overall impedance of the traction power system is varied and the 
distance protection relays will see different impedances across the network. The 
consequence of this change in system impedance will be an inaccurate distance to fault 
readings by the relays, which eventually affects the train operations (through reduced 
system reliability and slower response times during faults). Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the 
difference in a booster and booster-less system. 
 
Figure 1: Simple booster transformer setup 
 
Figure 2: Booster-less system setup 
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1.1 THESIS STATEMENT 
This project has been initiated by the PTA to address the inaccuracy in readings by the 
distance relays caused by removing the BTs from the Midland line. The determination of the 
impedance for overhead lines is a critical step to rectify the inaccuracies in the protection 
system. Common protection systems in rail industry are detailed in Chapter 2. 
This thesis aims to address all the preparations, approvals, risk management and necessary 
field measurements to address the inaccuracies present in the distance protection settings 
at the Midland railway line.  
In addition, the Midland line OLE impedance has to be calculated to verify the data and 
minimise the error risks in operation. Finally, it is essential to cross-check measured and 
theoretical calculated results against the Midland line traction power simulation. The PTA 
will perform the modelling. However, this project provides all the technical data and 
information required to set up the model in the simulation software. 
These comparisons are necessary to identify any discrepancy in the results and maintain a 
high level of accuracy and minimise the operational risks due to the sensitivity of the 
project. 
1.2 SIGNIFICANCE 
The findings of this project will contribute to improve traction power protection reliability 
across the PTA network which results in, network reliability, safety improvement and 
providing reliable services across the network. Also, fault investigations and foot patrols 
would be minimised through providing more accurate distance to fault readings through the 
distance protection (P438) relays. By reducing the foot patrol time needed to locate the 
fault location, the OLE team would benefit from better human resource planning and cost 
saving across the maintenance budget, which indirectly benefits the taxpayers.   
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In addition, this project directly aligns with and supports PTA’s 2017-2021 strategic plan - 
Appendix B - (e.g operational flexibility, expansion, safety, …) in which to contribute in 
operational improvement and reduce the maintenance cost in the PTA [3].  
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CHAPTER2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are several protection systems in the industry and PTA utilises some these protection 
systems in the traction power network. This project is focused on the distance protection 
system. Meanwhile, it was vital to understand about the other existing protection systems 
in the traction power network due to the complexity and interlocks between these 
protection systems. As result, this chapter outlines common protection systems used in the 
electrical network with a specific focus on distance protection, particularly in the rail 
industry. Thus, necessary measuring instruments and relevant equipment for distance 
protection are discussed in detail. In addition, due to the effect of distance protection 
affiliation on line impedance, the OLE impedance measurement testing equipment, which is 
used in this project, are explained in more detail at the end of this chapter. 
2.1 POWER PROTECTION PHILOSOPHY 
The electrical network has never been as complex and extensive as it is in the current 
electricity market due to rapid technology growth. Protection systems are a crucial part of 
this network, which uses the most sophisticated equipment[5]. Constructing new power 
plants or raising the capacity of the existing transmission circuits is expensive. Thus, it is 
important for the electricity providers to protect their systems from faults to prevent 
further damage to the equipment when the fault occurs [6].  
Faults are inevitable in an electrical network. However, it is possible to minimise them with 
careful design, operation and proper maintenance plans.  
A ‘fault’ is defined as any abnormal condition that causes a reduction in the basic insulation 
strength between phase conductors, or between phase conductors and earth or any 
earthed screens surrounding the conductors. In practice, an insulation strength reduction is 
not regarded as a  fault until it is detectable; that is, until it results either in an excess 
current or in a  reduction of the impedance between conductors, or between conductors 
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and earth, to a value below that of the lowest load impedance normal to the circuit. Thus a  
high degree of pollution on an insulator string, although it reduces the insulation strength of 
the affected phase, does not become a fault until it causes a flashover across the string, 
which in turn produces an excess current or other detectable abnormality. A relevant 
example would be the occurrence of an abnormal current in an arc-suppression coil. 
Pollution is commonly caused by deposited soot or cement dust in industrial areas, and by 
salt deposited by wind-borne sea-spray in coastal areas. Other causes of faults are but not 
limited to, birds on overhead lines, aircraft, lightning, fog, ice and snow loading, punctured 
or broken insulators, open-circuit conductors, abnormal loading in machines, cables and 
transformers, failure of solid insulation because of moisture, mechanical damage, accidental 
contact with earth or earthed screens, flashover in air caused by overvoltage. All incidents 
arising from these causes are called 'primary' or 'system' faults. There is another kind of 
fault known as 'non-system' fault. This type of fault is defined as an operation of protection 
which results in the tripping of circuit breakers without an accompanying fault on the 
primary system. Such non-system faults may be the result of defects in the protection, for 
example, incorrect settings, faulty or incorrect connection or human error in testing or 
maintenance work [7]. 
In order to minimise the impact of faults on the equipment and network, the following 
criteria has to be carefully considered when designing the components of a protection 
system [8],[9]: 
Reliability: Operate dependably when fault situations occur, even after remaining 
idle for a long time. Failure to do so could result in extensive damages.  
Selectivity: When a fault arises, the protection scheme is required to trip only the 
circuit breakers whose operation is required to isolate the fault. 
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Speed: Operate fast to minimise fault duration and equipment damage. Any 
intentional time delays should be precise.  
Economy: Minimum cost with maximum protection.  
Simplicity: Minimise protection equipment and circuitry.  
In a protection system design, it is impossible to fulfil all of the mentioned criteria 
simultaneously; therefore, the designers must make compromises in system protection 
designs[10]. 
To understand the different forms of protections, it is important to first know the fault types 
that can potentially occur in any network. The main categories of faults are: phase to earth 
(Figure 3-a), three phase with or without an earth connection (Figure 3-b), phase to phase 
(Figure 3-c), double phase to earth  (Figure 3-d) [7].  
 
Figure 3: Basic fault schematic [7] 
Transformers, generators and motors are subject to additional short circuits between their 
windings. It is crucial to design and tune the protection systems correctly, failing to do so 
could result in commonly trigger multiple or cascading outages that might result in power 
system blackouts[7]. 
In modern society, it is vital to minimise power loss; therefore, to limit the fault within the 
network, protection systems are designed in zones, as is shown in Figure 4. This design 
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allows the fault zone to be isolated without disruption to the rest of the network, while the 
fault is under investigation. Ideally, the protection zones are designed to overlap with each 
other, in order to assure no part of the network is unprotected, as shown in Figure 5. 
However, due to practical and economic limitations, this is not always achievable [9]. 
 
Figure 4: Example of zoning in power systems [11] 
 
Figure 5: Overlapping zones in a protection system [11] 
There are many types of protection available in power networks, some more sophisticated 
than others. The most common protection types in any network are: Overcurrent, 
Differential, Distance and Thermal. 
Overcurrent protection monitors and protects the circuit from excessive current withdrawn 
from it, while thermal protection is focused on protecting the equipment and transmission 
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line from overheating, which is caused by current passing through a conductor. The excess 
current through a conductor generates excess heat in the transmission line that could 
damage or melt the line [6]. 
Distance protection is solely used for transmission lines. It is hard to identify the fault 
location in long transmission lines by using other protection methods. Distance protection is 
designed based on transmission lines impedance calculation. Line impedance has a linear 
relationship with distance, therefore if the line impedance is known, by measuring the 
voltage and current and fault location could be determined. 
Lastly, differential protection is primarily used for a specific zone or piece of equipment, it 
operates based on differential input and outputs current to a nominated zone or 
equipment.  
The above mentioned protection methods will be further discussed in the following 
sections. 
2.1.1 OVERCURRENT PROTECTION  
Overcurrent protection is used in an electrical network to prevent the equipment exceeding 
its rating when the fault occurs and protects electrical components against excessive 
current [12]. It can also protect the system against phase faults, earth faults and winding 
faults. Short circuit currents are generally several times larger than full load current, and the 
protective device ratings must be appropriately selected to operate correctly when a fault 
occurs [12]. Basic overcurrent protection schematic is illustrated in Figure 6. As indicated in 
this Figure, the overcurrent protection relay monitors the current passing through the 
circuit by having a Current Transformer (CT) in place, and when the current exceeds the 
pickup setting in the relay, a trip signal to the circuit breaker opens the circuit to prevent 
any further damage to the equipment [13].  
 




Figure 6: Basic overcurrent protection schematic[8] 
The overcurrent protection is non-directional and there are several types of overcurrent 
relays: 
• Instantaneous Overcurrent Relay: the instantaneous relays send a trip signal to the 
breaker immediately when the line current crossing relay pickup current settings 
with no time delay (Figure 7) [8]. 
 
 
Figure 7: Tripping characteristics of Instantaneous overcurrent relay [14] 
• Definite Time (DT) Overcurrent Relay: This relay is designed to apply deliberate 
delay after the line current crossing pick up the value (Figure 8). A DT overcurrent 
relay can be adjusted to send a trip output signal at an exact amount of time after it 
picks up. Thus, it has a time setting adjustment and pickup adjustment [13]. 
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Figure 8: Tripping characteristics of definite time overcurrent relay [14] 
The definite time overcurrent relay is not suitable for long distance transmission 
lines where fast fault clearance is required for stability or short circuits. Hence, 
these relays are mainly used as back up protection, for the distance relay on the 
transmission lines or the differential protection for the power transformers [13].  
 
• Inverse Time Overcurrent Relay: Inverse time is a natural characteristic of any 
induction type rotating device. The more the input current the faster the rotation 
speed of the rotating part of the device. In other words, the time of operation 
inversely varies with input current as shown in Figure 9 [7]. This characteristic of 
electromechanical induction disc relay is desirable for overcurrent protection in the 
sense that if the fault is severe, it will clear the fault faster. Although time inverse 
characteristic is inherent to electromechanical induction disc relay, the same 




Figure 9: Tripping characteristics of inverse time overcurrent relay [14] 
• Inverse Definite Minimum Time Overcurrent Relay (IDMT) O/C Relay: Ideal inverse 
time characteristics cannot be achieved, in an overcurrent relay. As the current in 
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the system increases, the secondary current of the current transformer increases 
proportionally [7]. The secondary current then enters the relay current coil. When 
CT becomes saturated, there would not be a further proportional increase of CT 
secondary current with increased system current. From this phenomenon, it 
becomes clear that from trick value to certain range of faulty level, an inverse time 
relay shows specific inverse characteristic. However, after this level of fault, the CT 
becomes saturated and relay current does not increase further with increasing fault 
level of the system hence, there would not be any further reduction in time of 
operation in the relay [13]. We define this time as the minimum time of operation. 
The characteristic is inverse in the initial part, which results in a definite minimum 
operating time as the current becomes very high. That is why the relay is referred as 
IDMT relay [13]. 
The IDMT relays have standard characteristics as shown in Figure 10, defined by 
IEC60255 [9] as follows: Standard Inverse (SI), Very Inverse (VI), Extremely Inverse 
(EI) and Definite Time (DT) [9]. 
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Figure 10: IEC60255 IDMT relay characteristics; TMS=1.0 [11] 
Correct overcurrent relay application requires proper identification of the fault current that 
can flow in each part of the network.   
2.1.2 THERMAL PROTECTION 
Transmission lines are designed to operate continuously at a temperature corresponding to 
its full load rating, where the produced heat produced is balanced by heat dissipated by 
radiation.   
Over temperature conditions occur when currents in excess of ratings are allowed to flow 
for a period of time. Network usage peak hours cause higher current passing through the 
network that consecutively increase the temperature in the transformers and transmission 
lines [11].   
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Thermal overload protection can be applied to prevent damage to the equipment of the 
electrical plant when operating at temperatures that are above the values designed for 
maximum withstand. Prolonged overloading causes excessive heating, which may result in 
premature deterioration of the insulation, or in extreme cases, insulation failure [9]. 
 
2.1.3 DISTANCE PROTECTION  
The distance protection, also known by impedance protection, serves to recognise remote 
short circuits with low currents and to trigger their selective disconnection[10]. 
Distance relays are bi-directional and could be used for ground fault and phase fault 
protection, and they are also faster in fault clearance [9]. Distance protection relays are 
independent of changes in the magnitude of the short circuit, current, hence they are not 
much affected by the change in the generation capacity and the system configuration. Thus, 
they abolish long clearing times for the fault near the power sources compared to 
overcurrent relays [8]. 
Distance protection is a non-unit system of protection offering significant technical and 
economic advantages [9]. Unlike phase and neutral overcurrent protection, distance 
protection is virtually independent of source impedance variations, which is a key advantage 
over the overcurrent protection. under some circumstances, distance protection is the only 
practical solution to protect the system as overcurrent protection is inapplicable, an 
example is illustrated in Figure 11(a) and (b), the fault current at F1 and F2 after the over 
current relay R1 are not the same, therefore, for over current relay operation for line faults, 
relay current setting <6640A and >7380A. This is impractical and over current protection 
cannot be applied satisfactory and distance protection must be used[11]. 
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Figure 11: Advantage of distance over overcurrent protection [11] 
Distance protection is high-speed protection and simple to apply and although it is 
commonly used in transmission lines. It can also be used as primary or backup in the 
protection systems [10]. 
The impedance of a transmission line is proportional to its length. A distance relay 
implements this relation and measures the impedance of a line using the voltage applied to 
the relay and the current applied to the relay. In another words, a distance relay is a double 
actuating quantity relay with one of its coils energised by current, and the other coil 
energised by the voltage [7], [11].  
When a fault occurs on a line, the current rises significantly and the voltage collapses 
significantly.  The impedance relay (also known as distance relay) determines the impedance 
using Equation 1. 
𝑍𝑍 = 𝑉𝑉/𝐼𝐼 EQUATION 1 
Figure 12 illustrates the basic operating principle of a distance relay where 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 and 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿are 
source and line impedance. If the impedance is within the reach setting of the relay, it will 
operate. The setting of the relay must be matched to the primary system and because the 
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latter comprises complex impedances, it is necessary to take account of the phase angle of 
the protected line [7]. 
 
Figure 12: Basic principle of operation [7] 
The relays can be used at various points on the network. Therefore, it is critical to tune the 
relays so that the nearest relay to fault operates earlier than the one further away. In 
addition to the impedance measurement, a directional feature and time dependent feature 
is required to achieve discrimination tripping in the system [6]. A typical time/distance 
characteristic for three-zone distance protection is illustrated in Figure 13 and Figure 14. 
 
Figure 13: Typical time/distance characteristics for a three zone distance protection[6] 
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Figure 14: Distance protection zones coverage [6] 
The distance protection consists of several zones as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14: 
• Zone 1, also called high-speed stage, is operated directionally and undelayed and 
serves as the protector of the transmission line to the adjacent supply section. The 
relay reach setting is generally 80% - 85% of the protected line impedance [7]. The 
remaining 15-20% is the safety margin to ensures that there is no risk of the Zone 1 
protection over-reaching the protected line as result of errors in the voltage and 
current transformers, inaccuracies in line impedance data provided for setting 
purposes and errors of relay setting and measurement. However, the remaining 15-
20% is covered under zone 2 protection in the relay [10], [11]. 
• Zone 2, operates as main protection for the final 15-20% of the feeding section as 
well as backup protection for the adjacent feeding sections when their protection 
relays or circuit breakers fail [10]. Zone 2 protection should be at least 120% of the 
protected line impedance. In many applications, it is common practice to set the 
Zone 2 reach to be equal to the protected line section +50% of the shortest 
adjacent line. However, it is important to make sure that it does not extend beyond 
the minimum effective Zone 1 reach of the adjacent line protection [7].  
Zone 2 trip setting is time delayed to coordinate with adjacent circuit protection 
including breaker failure protection. It is also set with sufficient sensitivity to 
provide complete line coverage [11]. 
• Zone 3 protection is set to cover minimum 1.2 times the impedance at the end of 
the second section, in association with a combination of time delay required for the 
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zone protection and circuit breaker to operate [11]. In interconnecting power 
systems, as the line impedance is much greater than the fault impedance, the zone 
3 setting requires extra considerations. However, this is not an issue on the single 
end infeed radial distribution systems [10], [12].  
• Reverse reach zone: since the distance protection relays can be set up to be bi-
directional, so that the reverse reach zone could be set up to protect local busbar, 
the protection zone coverage is generally set to cover 25% of the zone 1 reach [7], 
[10], [11]. 
Distance protection relays are commonly used for transmission line protection and operate 
based on measuring the voltage and current of the line, calculating the line impedance and 
comparing the results with the internal impedance parameter settings. Thus, the point 
along the line impedance locus that is overlapped by the characteristic limit of the relay is 
called relay reach point. This is commonly plotted on an R/X diagram as it is dependent on 
the voltage and current ratio and their phase angle[11]. A plain impedance characteristic for 
a relay is shown in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: Plain impedance characterIstic [7] 
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It is essential for distance relays to be equipped with directional control to provide system 
protection discrimination. Therefore, distance relays are designed with varying impedance 
characteristics, shapes and sophistication. Common distance relay characteristics are: 
Reactance, Plain impedance, Mho, Quadrilateral or Combinations of them as listed in Table 
1 [11]. 
Table 1: Distance relay characteristics [11] 
Characteristic Reactance Impedance Mho Quadrilateral 
R-X Diagram 
    
Directionally Non directional Non directional Directional Directional 
Applications Short lines where arc 
resistance is the same 
order of the line length 
Fault location 
purposes, also operate 
for bus faults 
Commonly used in long 
lines. Bus faults are not 
protected. 
Commonly used due to 
independent setting for R 
and X reach. 
 
Each of these Relay characteristics has advantages and disadvantages that makes a relay 
suitable for different applications based on the operational need, load demand and 
protection zones, For instance, some of the disadvantages of the relay with impedance 
characteristics indicated in Figure 15 are [11]: 
• The relay is non-directional and identifies faults in any direction thus, it requires a 
directional element to provide correct discrimination. 
• It is receptive to heavy loading and power swings of a long line due to large area 
coverage by the impedance circle. 
As shown in Figure 16, impedance coverage area on R-X plain is proportional to relay zone 
protection and relative impedance. 
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Figure 16: Three zone directional impedance relay 
2.1.3.1 DISTANCE ZONE TIME DELAY SETTINGS 
The zone-1 time delay (tZ1) is generally set to zero, giving instantaneous operation [15].The 
zone-2 time delay (tZ2) is set to coordinate with zone-1 fault clearance time for downstream 
catenaries. The total fault clearance time is calculated by the downstream zone-1 operating 
time plus the associated breaker operating time. Allowance must also be made for the zone-
2 elements to reset following clearance of an adjacent line fault and also for a safety margin. 
A typical minimum zone-2 time delay is of the order of 200ms. This time may have to be 
adjusted where the relay is required to grade with slower forms of backup protection or 
circuit breakers for downstream circuits [15], [16]. 
Zone-3 time delay (tZ3) is typically set with the same considerations made for the zone-2 
time delay, except that the delay needs to coordinate with the downstream zone-2 fault 
clearance. A typical minimum zone-3 operating time would be in the region of 400ms. 
Again, this may need to be modified to coordinate with slower forms of backup protection 
for adjacent circuits[16]. 
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2.1.4 DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION  
Differential protection is commonly used for the transformers, generators and buses. In this 
type of protection input and output current of the related equipment is monitored. To apply 
this protection, measurement instruments are required to be installed on the inputs and 
outputs of the equipment which results in limiting the application of this protection for 
discrete equipment. Figure 17 illustrates the principle concept of differential protection for 
a transformer[7].  
 
Figure 17: Principle of transformer differential protection [7] 
Differential protection operates based on the total current that flows into and out of a 
device. If there is no internal fault in the equipment, the input and output currents are the 
same in ideal equipment. Differential protection principle is based on the difference 
between input and output current with no internal equipment fault, negligible current 
passes through the protection relay coil. In case of an internal fault, the differential 
protection relay operates if a current passes through the relay as  indicated in Figure 18 [8]. 
In designing a differential protection system, a few key aspects are required to be 
considered depending on the equipment characteristics to avoid false trips in the system. 
Since the principal of the protection operates based on the differential current, for instance 
in ideal transformer protection, the turn ratio of the CTs located on the input and output of 
the transformer shall be equal to the invert turn ratio of the transformer windings. Besides, 
in three-phase transformers, ∆ or Ү connection could result in a phase shift between current 
and voltage and create a phase angle which requires to be compensated to avoid a false 
trip. In conventional protection relays, this compensation was achievable via the CT 
transformer ∆ or Ү connection. However, new digital relays are capable of compensating the 
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phase angle internally within software algorithms, and no hardware changes are required 
[11]. 
 
FIGURE 18: DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION OF A SINGLE PHASE TRANSFORMER [11] 
2.2  DISTANCE PROTECTION IN 25 KV 50HZ AC TRACTION SYSTEMS  
There are two different types of electric network operators in the rail industry across the 
globe (i.e. Alternating Current (AC) and Direct Current (DC)). Due to its advantages, DC 
network was more desirable to be used for the operation of early electric trains. Nowadays, 
still over half of all electric systems operate on DC. AC traction power was introduced in rail 
traction system in the early twentieth century. AC traction systems vary in terms of the 
operating voltage and frequency. Common AC traction systems are[10]: 
• AC 16.7 Hz, 15 kV 
• AC 50 Hz, 25 kV 
Due to the significant technological advancement in AC systems, AC 25kV 50Hz traction 
power is the preferred type of electricity in the countries now starting to electrify their 
railways or constructing new high-speed lines[10]. This thesis aims to address distance 
protection in AC 25kV 50Hz electrical networks. 
Railway traction power networks are slightly different than utility and transmission lines 
network protection. To design reliable protection for traction systems it is crucial to 
understand the differences between the two. The utility transmission network operates on 
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three phase system. The return current path is through neutral cable and earth cable is in 
place to protect the people from fault current electrocution. However, AC railway traction 
network is single phase and return current travels through the return rail track and earth as 
is illustrated in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19: Simplified circuit diagram of return circuit and earthing of AC traction systems[10] 
Power failure in rail network could cause a delay in train operations, and consequences of 
unwanted trips are severe, thus, the system design should account for a backup power 
supply and be able to isolate the fault in the network to minimise the impact on train 
operations [17]. 
Overhead wire damage, faulty traction unit or bird strikes are the common faults in the 
electric railways. Over the years the designs are reviewed and modified to minimise the bird 
strike in the network and the safe distances to be maintained between the live and 
earth/return conductor [18]. 
Regular OLE inspections are scheduled to rectify the weak points in the OLE network and 
address them prior to any equipment failure. The same concept is set in place, to inspect 
the rail cars at regular intervals. By introducing preventative maintenance programs, 
network fault rates reduce, however, fault rates never get to zero and a reliable protection 
system is needed across the network [17]. 
To comply with the requirements for reliable operation of electric traction, the following 
criteria are applicable, particularly with regard to contact lines [10]: 
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• The provision of uninterrupted traction power at the pantographs of the 
traction vehicles. 
• The ability of the railway network to continuously absorb regenerated braking 
energy. 
• Compliance with specified and standardised quality parameters for the voltages 
available at the pantographs of electric traction vehicles. 
In addition, special consideration must be given to electrical loads on traction systems as 
they differ from the loads on the public energy grid because they are not only heavily 
dependent on time but also continuously varying in a location of consumption [10]. 
The purposes of traction power distribution is to convert electrical energy supplied to 
feeder stations into voltage and frequencies compatible with the nominal values used for 
traction power and the supply of this power to consumers [17]. 
An example of power distribution by a substation in for mainline traction is shown in Figure 
20. As the function of the FS(substation) is to secure the supply of electrical energy to all rail 
cars passing through the feeder station supply section, the system, also known as feeding 
section, designates the total of all contact line sections supplied by a substation in regular 
operation mode [10]. 
 
Figure 20: Mainline section supplied by a feeder station/substation [10] 
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In Western Australia, a 132 kV three phase grid power supply is feeding each feeder station 
that stepped down to a single phase 25kV using a transformer. General 132/25 kV 
connection is illustrated in Figure 21, phase separations are achieved by adding neutral 
sections in the OLE to allow feeding of each feeding section with separate phase. 
 
Figure 21: General 132/25kV feeder station connection 
The grid infeed transformers are often rated at 10 to 25MVA, with a relatively high 
reactance (around 10%). Thus even for a fault at the Feeder Station busbar, the maximum 
prospective short circuit current is low in comparison to a utility system, typically only 10 
times the rating of a single catenary. If a fault occurs further down the track, there would be 
the additional ohms/km characteristic impedance of the catenary and return conductor to 
be added in the fault loop. One ohm per mile (0.6Ω/km) is typical, meaning that for a fault 
at the remote end of a protected section (e.g. Catenary section “A” in Figure 22), the 
current measured at the upstream circuit breaker location (circuit breaker A at the FS) may 
be twice the rated current. Thus, at feeder stations, it is possible to apply overcurrent 
protection, as there is a sufficient margin between the maximum continuous load current 
and the fault current level at the remote end of sections [16]. 
However, overcurrent protection is often used only as time-delayed backup protection on 
railways due to the following reasons [16]: 
• The protection needs to be discriminative, and it is important to ensure that only 
the two circuit breakers associated with the faulty line section are tripped. This 
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places a requirement that the protection is directionalised to respond to fault 
current flowing into the section and not to respond for reverse fault current flow. 
For example in Figure 22 at location SS1, this means that the protection for 
catenaries A and B looks back towards the grid infeed. It can be appreciated that for 
a fault close to the FS on catenary A, the remote end protection will measure only 
the proportion of fault current that flows via unfaulted catenary B, and then a 
“hairpin” path to SS1 and back along catenary A to the location of the fault. This 
fault current contribution may be less than the rated load current. 
• For protection located at SS1, SS2 and MPSS, the prospective fault current levels are 
progressively smaller, and again can result in the measured fault current being 
lower than rated current. 
• During outages of grid supply transformers, alternative feeding may be necessary. 
One possible feeding arrangement is to extend the feeding by closing the bus 
section circuit breaker at the MPSS. Beyond the MPSS the prospective fault current 
levels will be much lower than normal. 
 
Figure 22: Classical 25kV feeding diagram[10] 
Distance protection has been proven to be the most effective method for the protection of 
railway catenaries. This is due to its inherent ability to remain stable for heavy load current, 
whilst tripping for even low levels of fault current [16]. Example of a protection system in a 
feeder station is illustrated in Appendices section  7.3. 
2.2.1 MEASURING TRANSFORMERS 
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Protective devices consist of three parts that are fundamental of any protection design: 
• Measuring transformers 
• Relays 
• Circuit breakers 
Protection systems are crucial to monitor the network for potential faults. Therefore, they 
need to measure the current and/or voltage in the line, to connect the measuring 
instruments or relays directly to a high current and voltage circuit. The coupling is made via 
transformers, called voltage and current transformers [6].  
Measuring transformers have to operate during the transient disturbance in the network 
and any delay in their measurement can result in an unwanted delay in operation. 
Therefore, their functionality is essential and demands a high level of precision in the 
measurements [6]. 
There are two types of measuring transformers, voltage (VT) and current (CT). The CTs and 
VTs for low primary voltage or current rating are not readily different, however, for higher 
ratings, dissimilarities of construction are usual. The main difference between the CT and VT 
is in the way they are connected to the network as illustrated in Figure 23 [8], [11]. 
 
Figure 23: CT and VT connection[19] 
2.2.1.1 VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS (VT) 
The primary of the VT is connected to the power system and by following the ideal 
transformer law, Equation 2, the ratio between primary and secondary winding can be 
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selected to suit the relay operating range, the voltage transformers are manufactured 





  Equation 2 
Where, Vp is primary winding voltage, Vs is the secondary voltage, and 𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃 and 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 are the 
number of turns in the primary and secondary winding in a transformer. 
Table 2: Voltage ratios 
 
 
It is important that the secondary voltage of the VT is accurate and scaled replica of the 
input voltage over a specified range of output. Hence, the winding voltage drop is made 
small, and the normal flux density in the core is designed to be well below the saturation 
density resulting in a low exciting current and a substantially constant exciting impedance 
with a variation of applied voltage over the preferred operating range. These limitations in 
design result in a VT with larger burden than typical power transformer [11].  
To standardise the voltage transformers, there is an accuracy class in place to limit the 
voltage ratio error, Table 3 and Table 4 indicate the details. 
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Table 4: Additional limits for protection voltage transformers[11] 
 
 
The voltage factor (Vf) in Table 4 is an upper limit of operating voltage in the per unit of 
rated voltage [11]. 
VTs can be made of capacitors as shown in Figure 24 and are often more economic. 
Capacitor voltage transformers commonly replace electromagnetic transformers in extra 
high voltage networks. The size of electromagnetic transformers are largely proportional to 
their rated voltage which imposes a disproportionate increase to the manufacturing cost 
[11]. 
 
Figure 24: Development of capacitor voltage transformer[11] 
2.2.1.2 CURRENT TRANSFORMERS (CT) 
Current transformers are used in the power protection systems in order to scale down the 
main line current to suit the relay or measuring instrument operating range. The primary 
winding of the transformer is in series with the circuit and the winding impedance is 
negligible compared to power transformers [8], [11]. 
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The Equation 3 indicates the relation between the turn ratio and the current ratio for an 
ideal current transformer. The Ip and Is are the currents in the primary and secondary 
winding of the transformer and the Np and Ns are the number of turns in the primary and 








Table 5 shows the standard CT ratios used in the industry. 
Table 5: Current ratios [11] 
 
 
Errors in the ratio and phase angle affect the impedance connected to the secondary 
winding of the transformer. This impedance is commonly referred to as “burden”. Table 6 
shows the standard burdens for CTs [20]. 
Table 6: Standard burdens for current transformers[20] 
 
 
The CTs follow an accuracy class to standardise the error range across the industry as shown 
in Table 7 and Table 8 [11]. 
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Table 7: CT error limits for accuracy class 0.1 - 1.0 [20] 
 
 
Table 8: CT error limits for accuracy class 3 and 5 [20] 
 
Protection class CTs must retain a reasonable precision up to the largest relevant current. 
This value is known as the ‘accuracy limit current’ and may be stated in primary or 
equivalent secondary terms. The ratio of the accuracy limit current to the rated current is 
known as the ‘accuracy limit factor’. Table 9 shows the accuracy limit factors for two 
different classes of protection CTs [11]. 
TABLE 9: PROTECTION CT ERROR LIMITS FOR CLASS 5P AND 10P [20] 
 
2.2.2 RELAYS 
A protection relay is a device that receives inputs, compares them to set points, and 
provides outputs. These Inputs can be voltage, current, temperature, or resistance. Outputs 
usually include visual feedback in the form of indicator lights and/or an alphanumeric 
display, communications, control warnings, alarms, and signalling the circuit breaker to 
open or close the circuit to turn the power on or off for the relevant section of the network. 
A diagram describing the schematic of a protection relay is shown in Figure 25 [6]. 
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Figure 25: Basic protective relay schematic 
Older generation protection relays were electromechanical compare to the newer 
generation which are electronic/microprocessor-based, the new generation relays are 
called Intelligent Electronic Device (IED). Electromechanical relays use obsolete technologies 
consisting of mechanical parts that require routine calibration to stay within intended 
tolerances. Microprocessor or electronic relays take advantage of digital technology to 
provide quick, reliable, accurate, and repeatable outputs. Using an IED relay instead of an 
electromechanical design provides numerous advantages including improved accuracy, 
additional functions, reduced maintenance, smaller space requirements and decreased 
lifecycle costs [6]. 
In the industry, protective relays are generally referred to by standard device numbers. This 
standard is regulated across the industry by American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as shown in Table 10 [21]. 
Table 10: ANSI/IEEE Standard device numbers [21] 
Device No. Description 
 
Device No. Description 
1 Master Element 48 Incomplete-Sequence Relay 
2 Time Delay Starting or Closing Relay 49 Machine or Transformer Thermal Relay 
3 Checking or Interlocking Relay 50 Instantaneous Overcurrent 
4 Master Contactor 51 AC Inverse Time Overcurrent Relay 
5 Stopping Device 52 AC Circuit Breaker 
6 Starting Circuit Breaker 53 Field Excitation Relay 
7 Rate of Change Relay 55 Power Factor Relay 
8 Control Power Disconnecting Device 56 Field Application Relay 
9 Reversing Device 59 Overvoltage Relay 
10 Unit Sequence Switch 60 Voltage or Current Balance Relay 
11 Multifunction Device 62 Time-Delay Stopping or Opening Relay 
12 Over speed Device 
 
63 Pressure Switch 
13 Synchronous-speed Device 64 Ground Detector Relay 
14 Under speed Device 65 Governor 
15 Speed or Frequency-Matching Device 66 Notching or jogging device 
16 Data Communications Device 67 AC Directional Overcurrent Relay 
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20 Elect. operated valve (solenoid valve) 68 Blocking or “out of step” Relay 
21 Distance Relay 69 Permissive Control Device 
23 Temperature Control Device 74 Alarm Relay 
24 Volts per Hertz Relay 75 Position Changing Mechanism 
25 Synchronising or Synchronism-Check Device 76 DC Overcurrent Relay 
26 Apparatus Thermal Device 78 Phase-Angle Measuring Relay 
27 Under Voltage Relay 79 AC-Reclosing Relay 
30 Annunciator Relay 81 Frequency Relay 
32 Directional Power Relay 83 Automatic Selective Control or Transfer Relay 
36 Polarity or Polarizing Voltage Devices 84 Operating Mechanism 
37 Undercurrent or Under power Relay 85 Pilot Communications, Carrier or Pilot-Wire Relay 
38 Bearing Protective Device 86 Lockout Relay 
39 Mechanical Condition Monitor 87 Differential Protective Relay 
40 Field (over/under excitation) Relay 89 Line Switch 
41 Field Circuit Breaker 90 Regulating Device 
42 Running Circuit Breaker 91 Voltage Directional Relay 
43 Manual Transfer or Selector Device 92 Voltage and Power Directional Relay 
46 Rev. phase or Phase-Bal. Current Relay 94 Tripping or Trip-Free Relay 
47 Phase-Seq. or Phase-Bal. Voltage Relay   
 
With technology improvement, the relay manufacturers are moving towards combining 
different relay technologies to manufacture new relay generation which can provide more 
desirable options such as combining several types of protection systems under one product. 
As illustrated in Figure 26 SIPROTEC 7SA522 protection relay single line diagram is capable 
to protect the network against various types of fault [22]. 
 
Figure 26: SIPROTEC relay single line diagram[22] 
Basic relay connection schematic for a three-zone directional impedance relay for a single 
phase system is shown in Figure 27 [8].  
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Figure 27: Relay connections for a three zone directional impedance relay [8] 
Several manufacturers are producing the rail distance protection relays. However, Siemens 
and Schneider are two of the major ones that their products are used in Australian 25 kV AC 
rail network.  
2.2.2.1 MICOM P438 RELAY 
The P438 catenary protection device is used for selective short-circuit and overload 
protection of catenaries and is designed for various applications in single or multi-voltage 
systems with nominal frequencies of 25, 50 or 60 Hz (settable) [23]. 
The multitude of protection functions incorporated into the P438 enables the user to cover 
a wide range of applications in the protection of catenaries. 
In addition, many supplementary protective functions are incorporated into the devices. 
The P438 provides four setting groups for easy adaptation to varying operating conditions of 
the system. Due to the powerful, freely configurable logic of the device, special applications 
can be accommodated [23]. 
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Figure 28: MICOM P438 relay front panel [23] 
The control functions are designed for the control of up to ten electrically operated 
switchgear units equipped with plant status signalling and located in the bay of a railway 
substation. 
The number of external auxiliary devices required is largely minimized by the integration of 
binary signal inputs operating from any auxiliary voltage, versatile relay output contacts, 
direct connection option for current and voltage transformers and, by the comprehensive 
interlocking capabilities to other equipment. This simplifies the handling of switch 
protection and control technology from planning to commission [23]. 
During operation, the user-friendly interface makes it easy to set the device parameters and 
allows safe operation of the substation by preventing non-permissible switching operations. 
All main functions are individually configurable. The user can adapt the device flexibly to the 
scope of protection and control required in each particular application. 
P438 is a rail distance protection relay capable of providing several types of protection 
under one device. Under/over voltage protection, under/over frequency protection, over 
current protection and thermal protection are some of the highlighted protections in this 
device. Details of all the protection functions are indicated in Figure 29 and Appendices 
section  7.4 [23].  
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P438 devices are supplied with a factory set standard configuration of settings which is 
required to be adjusted and any specific protection could be disabled corresponding to the 
operational requirement [23]. 
 
Figure 29: P438 functional diagram [23] 
The P438 is designed for operation in a classic single feed, autotransformer feed or a single 
feed with summed current modes that can be set up in the relay parameters. Measuring 
circuit connections are illustrated in Figure 30 for classic single feed operation mode [23]. 
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Figure 30: Connecting the P438 measuring circuit in the classic single feed operation 
mode[23] 
2.2.2.1.1 DISTANCE MEASUREMENT 
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Figure 31: P438 impedance and direction characteristic for the 'Circle' & 'Polygon' setting 
[23] 
In Figure 31 the settable parameters in the relay are: 
• Forward impedance, Znf 
• Backward impedance, Znb 
• Forward resistance, Rnf 
• Backward resistance, Rnb 
• Line Impedance angle, αLn 
• Loading blinding angle, βn 
• Loading blinding angle, γn 
The P438 also allows the use of rate of change of current and voltage level detectors (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 
and 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) to control the time delays associated with time-delayed Zones 2 and 3, allowing 
better discrimination between load and fault impedances [23],[16]. 
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2.3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
OMICRON CPC100 device is standard device used across the rail and utility industry; 
therefore, PTA has purchased this equipment for their network diagnostics, thus CPC100 is 
planned to be use for this project in conjunction with OMICRON CP CU1 and CP GB1 
auxiliary devices to measure the OLE impedance. The testing equipment will be described in 
detail below.  
2.3.1 OMICRON CPC100 
The CPC 100, in combination with its accessories or as a stand-alone unit, is a multi-purpose 
primary test set for commissioning and maintaining substation equipment. In addition, It 
performs CT, VT and TF tests. Furthermore, it is used for contact and winding resistance 
testing and polarity checks as well as primary and secondary protection relay testing. 
Functional components of CPC100 are shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33 [24], [25]. 
 
Figure 32: Functional component of CPC100 and front panel[24] 
 
Figure 33: Functional component of CPC100/ high voltage and current output[25] 
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A number of partly automated tests are defined and parameterised via the front panel 
control of a built-in embedded PC. The block diagram of the device is shown in Figure 34 
[25]. 
The CPC100 is able to discharge a range of voltages or currents. The output, either voltage 
or current, is automatically selected by the software or manually by the user. These outputs 
are overload and short circuit proof and also protected against over-temperature. CPC100 
current and voltage output selection range are detailed in section  7.5 [24], [25]. 
  
Figure 34: CPC100 block diagram [25] 
The CPC 100 software comprises a number of test cards. A test card carries out one specific 
test at a time, e.g. measuring a CT excitation curve, or testing the ratio of a voltage 
transformer. A test card holds a number of user-definable test settings and - after the test is 
run – test results [25]. 
2.3.2 OMICRON CP CU1 
The CP CU1 is a coupling unit designated for measurements with the CPC 100 test system 
mainly on overhead lines and power cables. 
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Typical applications include [26]: 
• Line impedance and k factor measurements at overhead lines and power cables 
• Mutual coupling measurements on double and multi-circuit lines 
• Ground impedance measurements 
• Step & touch voltage measurements 
• Reduction factor measurements 
• Measurement of coupling into signal cables 
The equipment front panel is shown in Figure 35. 
 
Figure 35: CP CU1 front panel [26] 
 
Figure 36 shows the principal circuit diagram of the coupling unit [26]. 
 
Figure 36: CP CU1 circuit diagram [26] 
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2.3.3 OMICRON CP GB1 
The CP GB1 grounding box (Figure 37) is a surge arrestor unit used to connect the CP CU1 
unit to the test object. If high voltage appears for a short time on the test object’s terminals, 
an arc discharges the voltage and extinguishes without destroying the grounding box. If the 
arc continues for a longer time period, the surge arrestor insulator melts and the terminals 
are short-circuited to ground thereby, protecting the testing staff, CP CU1 and CPC 100 [26].  
 
FIGURE 37: CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF CP GB1 [26] 
2.4 CABLE BUNDLE IMPEDANCE CALCULATION  
Calculating the overhead line impedance is complex. Many papers and document have been 
published focusing on the overhead power transmission lines impedance calculation 
methods. However, majority of the published documents have focused on power grids and 
three phase transmission systems which are mainly used in utility systems. This section will 
focus on the most common method used for transmission line impedance calculation, the 
“Carson-Pollaczek” method [27]. 
In 1926, J.R Carson from US and F. Pollaczek from Germany almost concurrently published a 
method for determining the AC transmission line frequency-dependent impedance 
considering earth return. Carson’s method is still the common method for calculation of the 
frequency dependent impedance of overhead transmission lines. However, Carson’s 
method does not provide a closed form solution. It expresses the impedance by means of 
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an improper integral that has to be expanded into an infinite series for computation. 
Therefore, if not properly applied, Carson’s method may cause considerable truncation 
errors at high frequencies[27]. 
Dr. Carson calculated the self-impedance of a single, long, straight conductor with earth 
return, and the mutual impedance to another conductor running parallel, also with earth 
return. He ignored the end effects in his method. However, the original work provided a 
solution consisting of complicated infinite series. Therefore, several simplified versions have 
been since published in order to make the theory more useful for system designers. The 
formulas used in this thesis are optimised for conductors considering the types of spacing 
occur in overhead line cross-sections. A more general formulation uses a simplified model of 
the earth current. It is assumed that each conductor is matched by a buried “image” 
conductor carrying an equal and opposite current. The currents in the conductors and their 
images form a balanced set which allows the impedances to be calculated using simple 
electrical formulas for loop impedances based on Faraday’s Law. The depth of the buried 
image conductors depends on the frequency and the soil resistivity by using Equation 4 [10], 
[27], [28]. 







𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸  Current penetration depth m, 
𝑓𝑓  Power supply frequency Hz, 
𝜇𝜇0 Magnetic space constant with 4𝜋𝜋 × 10−7  𝐻𝐻/𝑚𝑚, 
𝜌𝜌𝐸𝐸 Soil resistivity Ωm. 
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The geometry of the overhead lines and return paths are different in the rail industry 
compared to the utility system. Thus, different considerations need to be taken into account 
when calculating in the rail industry. 
In this project, it was vital to understand the circuit arrangements and electrical feed to the 
rail cars and identify the current return paths. The traction power FS supplies the required 
power for the rail cars through the catenary and contact wire. The return current from the 
rail cars flows through the rail tracks, Return Conductors (RC) wire and Earth Wires (EW). 
Some of this return current flows to the earth as the rails are deliberately earthed (by 
bonding them to the overhead line masts) in order to keep the voltages on the rails within 
safe limits [10], [28]. 
In the train lines, there are several different configurations for the OLE structure, however, 
as a general rule, the up and down main OLE configuration is designed similarly. Thus, the 
Midland line follows the same rule and the overhead line structure is similar in up and down 
main. The midland line OLE structure is illustrated in Figure 38. [29], [30]. 
 
Figure 38: Midland line OLE structure  
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The overhead lines, rails, return conductors and earth wires, form a collection of parallel 
conductors. Each conductor has a resistance and a self-inductance hence, the impedances 
are represented in complex numbers. In addition mutual inductances exist between all of 
the conductors.  
When two or more tracks are running parallel to each other, the mutual inductances are 
significant. The voltage drop in one overhead line is the result of its own current acting on 
its own impedance, plus the effects of the currents in all the other overhead lines, acting 
through the mutual impedances [28]. 
The first step in any assessment of the voltages and currents is to calculate all of the self-
impedance and the mutual impedance, taking into account the effect of the earth return 
path. The longitudinal resistance of the earth return path 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 is a function of the frequency 
of the power supply, and for the 50Hz is 49.3 mΩ/km according to the Equation 5 [10]; 
𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = 10−4 × 𝜋𝜋2 × 𝑓𝑓  𝛺𝛺/𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 Equation 5 
 
The impedance of a conductor-earth loops consists of its resistance and reactance. The 
reactance depends on the inductance, L ,and the frequency, f. The self-impedance of the 
conductor-earth loop is composed of resistance, the inner self-impedance and the external 
inductance. The self-impedance of the loop is expressed in Equation 6 [10]. 
𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 + 𝑗𝑗(𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) Equation 6 
 
Where; 
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 Resistance of conductor in Ω/km, 
𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 Longitudinal resistance of the earth path, 
𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 External reactance of the conductor and 
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 Inner reactance of the conductor. 
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The external reactance can be obtained from Equation 7 [10]; 
𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 4𝜋𝜋 × 10−4 × 𝑓𝑓 × ln
𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸
𝑟𝑟
   𝛺𝛺/𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 Equation 7 
 
Where; 
𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸  Penetration depth of the current in the earth and 
𝑟𝑟  Conductor effective radius. 
 
And the inner reactance is obtained from the cable data sheets. 
By deriving the above equations the self-impedance of a conductor at 50 Hz, in ohm per km, 
is calculated using Equation 8 below: 






The mutual impedance between two conductors at 50 Hz, in ohm per km, is calculated using 
Equation 9 [10], [28]: 







𝑑𝑑  Distance between two conductors, in metres. 
Self-impedance and mutual impedance are key components in the theoretical calculation of 
the OLE system. 
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CHAPTER3. METHODOLOGY 
As described in chapter 2, the determination of the OLE impedance in the electrified rail 
industry is often complex due to the nature of the overhead line equipment and multiple 
(and sometimes unpredictable) return paths. 
This thesis proposes three independent methods to measure/calculate the OLE impedance; 
a) OLE direct measurement  
b) OLE theoretical calculation  
c) OLE modelling and simulation. 
In this project, all three techniques are used to measure/calculate the Midland line OLE 
impedance value. This chapter explains the details of direct measurement and OLE 
calculation techniques.  
3.1 OLE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT 
Midland line traction power distribution network consists of OLE sections 211, 212, 213 and 
214 and Summer street FS and Bassendean TSC. Transformer #2 (TF2) at summer street FS 
is supplying traction power to the tracks 201, 202, 211 and 212. Bassendean TSC provides 
the traction power supply to track 213 and 214 as illustrated in Figure 39. In this project, 
impedance measurement focus is on sections 211, 212, 213 and 214. 
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Figure 39: Midland line traction power supply 
There are several protection relays in place at Summer Street FS such as Thermal, Over-
current, Distance, Low Voltage, etc. Each of these protection relays serves a different 
purpose.  
Currently, six MICOM P438 distance relays are installed, two on the 211 and 212 tracks at 
Summer Street FS and four on the Bassendean TSC. Two of these relays monitor the feeds 
toward Summer Street FS and the other two monitor the feeds from 213 and 214.  
The methodology for the work involves gathering the network data and studying the 
existing Midland line protection systems. In addition, liaising with PTA key stakeholders are 
important for planning and allocating necessary resources in order to perform initial field 
testing and measuring overhead line impedance. 
Precise planning is the first step to success in a busy railway system due to the multiple 
stakeholders and constrained environment effects. Impedance measurement requires the 
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injection of current into the catenary wire. Therefore, effective coordination with all 
stakeholders is essential, as this task will be a sole occupation job meaning that no other 
departments will be allowed to work under the line while work is in progress for safety 
reasons.  
The impedance measurement should be performed when tracks are wheels free and the 
section is isolated. Therefore, train Services Disruption Form (SDF) is required to be 
approved at least twelve weeks in advance. Having the SDF approvals is essential in order to 
coordinate with the other key stakeholders to identify the right window and obtain 
appropriate approvals. In addition, as PTA is in direct relation with the public sector, train 
disruption has a direct impact on public transportation, so it is essential to inform the public 
in advance via corporate communications and provide bus replacement during the early 
shut downs. 
Each track section impedance is measured independently by using Omicron CPC100, CP CU1 
and CP GB1.  A contractor has to be contracted to perform the measurement under the 
supervision and standard procedures provided by PTA.  
The measurement team require to have supervised worker (SW) rail access certificate to 
work in the rail corridor. According to the PTA rail access policy, any person accessing or 
performing any work within the rail corridor shall hold SW certificate as a minimum [31]. On 
the other hand, supervised workers could only access the tracks under a Protection Officer’s 
supervision (PO). As part of this project, the necessary training arrangement was arranged 
for the contractors and a PO has been assigned to the team. 
3.1.1 IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT TEST PLAN 
The test plan identifies key steps and procedures for all key stakeholders and defines the 
roles and responsibility of the testing team. 
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The OLE impedance testing was the first OLE measurement within PTA, and since it has 
never been done within the PTA before, it was crucial for the electrical branch to go through 
the procedure step by step to minimise the failure risks. Several meeting and a risk 
workshop were held with all the stakeholders to review the steps and identify the risk 
factors during the testing phase. To visualise the steps for the team a test plan flow chart 
has been produced which is illustrated in section  3.1.3.  
The body contents of the test report is imported into this section of the thesis report. 
However, the signed test plan containing the contractor’s procedures, all the single line 
diagrams, network isolation diagrams and OLE simplified procedures can be found in 
Appendices section  7.9.  
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1.  Pre-start briefing – all team members to view and sign onto prep form ALL   15  
2.  NP to confirm/permit ECO to commence switching ECO/TE     
3.  ECO to confirm and change the status of circuit breakers below 
Open and lock CB SUM BS2 
Open and lock CB SUM BS1 
Open CB SUM 211 
Open CB SUM 212 
Open CB BSD 211 
Open CB BSD 212 
Open CB BSD 213 
Open CB BSD 214 
ECO   
10 
 
4.  Open and lock CB SUM BSI1/1 and BSI1/2 to earth TP NP   
2 These steps to be 
carried out 
simultaneously. 
5.  Open and lock CB SUM BSI2/1 and BSI2/2 to earth TP NP   
6.  Open isolator 211/1 OLE NP   
5 
7.  Open isolator 212/1 OLE NP   
8.  Place Earth on SUM 211/212 cable end in the Summer St FS TP NP   10  
9.  Apply long earth (Connect to return track) on the overhead line mast M8.173D OLE NP   
30 
These steps to be 
carried out 
simultaneously. 
10.  Apply long earth (Connect to return track) on the overhead line mast M8.160U OLE NP   
11.  Open isolator 211/3 OLE NP   
10 
These steps to be 
carried out 
simultaneously. 
12.  Open isolator 212/2 OLE NP   
13.  Open isolator 213/1 OLE NP   
14.  Open isolator 214/1 OLE NP   
15.  NP to confirm full de-energisation and isolation completed with ECO – all related staff to 
sign onto TP PTW. 
ECO/TE   
0.5 
 
16.  Place working earth and clamp meter on the feed line HES/TP NP   10  
17.  Close isolator 211/1 OLE NP   
30 
If waiting on OLE 
NP Step 32 to be 
done in advance. 
18.  Close isolator 212/1 OLE NP    
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19.  Close CB SUM XXX on local mode (depends on the section planning to test-see note) TP NP   
0.5 
For section 211 
use CB SUM211 
For section 212 
use CB SUM212 
20.  Measure the open-line voltage test for section 211/212, Refer to Error! Not a valid result 
for table.section  7.9 
HES   
10 
 
21.  Open CB SUM XXX on local mode (depends on the section planning to test-see note) TP NP   
0.5 
For section 211 
use CB SUM211 
For section 212 
use CB SUM212 
22.  Redo from step 19 to 21 for other section HES/TP NP   11  
23.  Open isolator 211/1 OLE NP   
5 
 
24.  Open isolator 212/1 OLE NP    
25.  Place Testing lead from CPC100/CU10 on the SUM 211, 212 busbar feed HES/TP NP   
5 
These steps can be 
carried out 
simultaneously. 
26.  Remove the working earth and clamp meter HES/TP NP   
27.  Make sure no one is in the busbar chamber/No entry during the testing ALL   
5 
 
28.  Remove the earth from SUM211 and SUM 212 cable ends TP NP    
29.  Close isolator 211/1 OLE NP   
5 
 
30.  Close isolator 212/1 OLE NP    
31.  Make sure the testing equipment is ready to go/HES Paperwork in place HES   1  
32.  Short CT link on the Omicron P438 at SUM 211 and 212 HES / TP NP   
2 
To disable the 
relay unwanted 
trip 
 Section 211 – Impedance measurement 
33.  NP to confirm site is clear for pre-testing – confirm with ECO ECO/TE   1  
34.  General vicinity check (establish position of safety) – ensure no members of public or 
personnel are in the testing zone. 
ALL   0.5  
35.  Close CB SUM 211 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
36.  Measure the impedance for SUM211 section according to HES procedure – Refer to 
section  7.9 
HES   15  
37.  Open CB SUM 211 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
 Section 212 – Impedance measurement 
38.  NP to confirm site is clear for pre-testing – confirm with ECO ECO/TE   1  
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39.  General vicinity check (establish position of safety) – ensure no members of public or 
personnel are in the testing zone. 
ALL   
0.5 
 
40.  Close CB SUM 212 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
41.  Measure the impedance for SUM212 section according to HES procedure – Refer to 
section  7.9 
HES   
15 
 
42.  Open CB SUM 212 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
43.  Open isolator 211/1 OLE NP   
5 
These steps to be 
carried out 
simultaneously. 
44.  Open isolator 212/1 OLE NP   
45.  Place the earth on SUM211 and SUM 212 cable ends TP NP   
10 
 
46.  Remove the testing lead from SUM 211/212 busbar HES/TP NP   These steps can be 
carried out 
simultaneously. 
47.  Remove the CT links from the P438 relays on SUM 211/212 HES/TP NP   
1 
48.  Remove the earth from SUM211 and SUM 212 cable ends TP NP   
10 
 
49.  Secure the SUM 211/212 busbar chamber TP NP    
50.  Set the CB SUM211/212 to remote mode TP NP    
51.  Unlock and close CB SUM BSI1/1 and BSI1/2  TP NP   
10 
 
52.  Unlock and close CB SUM BSI2/1 and BSI2/2  TP NP    
 Section 213 – Impedance measurement 
53.  Apply long earth (Connect to return track) on the overhead line mast M14.082U OLE NP   
45 
These steps can be 
carried out 
simultaneously. 
54.  Apply long earth (Connect to return track) on the overhead line mast M14.082D OLE NP   
55.  Apply earth to the cable ends in BSD TSC (Top of the busbar chamber) TP NP   
40 
This step to be 
carried out 
simultaneously 
with step 53. 
56.  Place working earth and clamp meter on the feed line  HES/TP NP   5  
57.  Close isolator 213/1 OLE NP   
30 
If waiting for OLE 
NP step 68 to be 
done in advance 
58.  Close isolator 214/1 OLE NP    
59.  Make sure the testing equipment is ready to go/HES Paperwork in place HES   0.5  
60.  Close CB BSD XXX on local mode(depends on the section planning to test-see note) TP NP   
0.5 
For section 214 
use CB BSD214 
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For section 213 
use CB BSD213 
61.  Measure the open-line voltage test for section 213/214, Refer to section  7.9 HES   10  
62.  Open CB BSD XXX on local mode (depends on the section planning to test- see note) TP NP   
0.5 
For section 214 
use CB BSD214 
For section 213 
use CB BSD213 
63.  Redo from step 60 to 62 for other section  TP NP/ HES   11  
64.  Open isolator 213/1 OLE NP   
5 
 
65.  Open isolator 214/1 OLE NP    
66.  Remove the working earth and clamp meter HES/TP NP   
5 
 
67.  Place Testing lead from CPC100/CU10 on the BSD 213, 214 busbar feed HES/TP NP    
68.  Short CT link on Omicron P438 for BSD 213/214 HES/TP NP   
2 
To disable the 
relay from 
unwanted trip 
69.  Make sure no one is in the busbar chamber/No entry during the testing ALL   0.5  
70.  Remove the earth from BSD TSC cable ends TP NP   5  
71.  Close isolator 213/1 OLE NP   
5 
 
72.  Close isolator 214/1 OLE NP    
73.  Remove the long earth cable from mast M8.173D OLE NP   
10 
This step to be 
carried out 
simultaneously 
while section 213 
is ongoing 
74.  Remove the long earth cable from mast M8.160U OLE NP   
75.  Make sure the testing equipment is ready to go HES   1  
76.  NP to confirm site is clear for pre-testing – confirm with ECO ECO/TE   1  
77.  General vicinity check (establish position of safety) – ensure no members of public or 
personnel are in the testing zone. 
ALL   
5 
 
78.  Close CB BSD 213 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
79.  Measure the impedance for BSD 213 section according to HES procedure – Refer to 
section  7.9 
HES   
15 
 
80.  Open CB BSD 213 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
 Section 214 – Impedance measurement 
81.  Make sure the testing equipment is ready to go HES   0.5  
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82.  Close CB BSD 214 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
83.  Measure the impedance for BSD 214 section according to HES procedure – Refer to 
section  7.9 
HES   
15 
 
84.  Open CB BSD 214 on local mode TP NP   0.5  
85.  Open isolator 213/1 OLE NP   
5 
OLE team jump to 
step 93, while the 
rest of the team is 
carrying the work 
on the steps 87 to 
92 
86.  Open isolator 214/1 OLE NP   
87.  Apply earth to the cable ends in BSD TSC (Top of chamber) TP NP   15  
88.  Remove the testing lead from BSD 213/214 busbar HES/TP NP   5  
89.  Remove the CT links from the P438 relays on BSD 213/214 HES/TP NP   2  
90.  Remove the earth from BSD TSC cable ends TP NP   5  
91.  Secure the BSD TSC busbar chamber TP NP   15  
92.  Set the CB BSD213/214 to remote mode TP NP   1  
93.  Remove earth cable from mast M14.082U OLE NP   
45 
 
94.  Remove earth cable from mast M14.082D OLE NP    
95.  Close isolator 213/1 OLE NP   
30 
 
96.  Close isolator 214/1 OLE NP    
97.  Close isolator 211/3 OLE NP    
98.  Close isolator 212/2 OLE NP    
99.  Close isolator 211/1 OLE NP    
100. Close isolator 212/1 OLE NP    
101. End of the test, ensure the site is safe and secure All   5  
102. Hand over the testing area and isolators status back to ECO TE, OLE NP   1  
103. ECO to confirm and change the status of below circuit breakers and isolators to energise 
the Midland line OLE 
Close CB BSD 211 
Close CB BSD 212 
Close CB BSD 213 
Close CB BSD 214 
Close CB SUM 211 
Close CB SUM 212 
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3.1.3  TEST PLAN FLOWCHART 
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3.2 OLE THEORETICAL CALCULATION METHOD 
The OLE calculations detailed in this document are contingent upon the following 
assumptions: (these assumptions were made to simplify the overhead line impedance 
calculations). 
• Overhead line impedance calculation is based on ideal geometrical assumptions such as 
homogeneous ground resistivity and continuous line geometry.  
• Midland line Aerial Earth Wire (AEW) consists of two types of cables; AAC 7/3.40 and 
AAC 19/3.25. As the majority of the cables run within the Midland line is AAC 19/3.25, it 
is assumed all the AEW are AAC 19/3.25. 
• Allowable wear of the contact wire is 33%, specified by the manufacturer; it is assumed 
the contact wire wear is 30% across the line. 
• Average distances between the masts are 40 meters, so there are 25 masts per km per 
main. Considering the up and down main masts at the same time the total masts are 50 
per km. 
• The overhead line droppers are neglected. 
• Each masts earth bonding resistance is 20Ω, this value is assumed based on the 
measurement in UK Network Rail [28]. 
• There are several rail sizes used in the Midland line. However, the majority of the rails 
are 41kg. For the purpose of this calculation, it is assumed that all the rails are 41 kgs of 
weight. 
• Distance to the middle of the tracks (track gauges of 1067mm) is used for the mutual 
impedance calculation.  
• Environmental factors are not considered in the idealised impedance calculation.  
• Soil resistivity across the Midland line is assumed 878 Ωm, this value was measured at 
the Bassendean TSC. In addition, according to Network Rail, At 50 Hz the results are not 
very sensitive to changes in the soil resistivity [28]. 
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• All the calculations are done based on 1 km length of cable to simplify the calculations. 
A variation in any of the assumptions above can potentially have a substantial impact on the 
real line impedance. Therefore, the calculation method usually does not provide accurate 
results to allow reliable protection settings and fault location. This problem can be rectified 
by measuring line impedances. In other words, a high degree of accuracy of line impedance 
values can be obtained by measuring line impedances instead of calculating them. 
Accurately measured zero sequence impedances allow reliable and correct operation of 
distance protection and fault Locators [32]. 
A preliminary step in the theoretical calculation is to identify the branches and nodes of the 
circuit. The conductors become the branches and need to be numbered. A diagram is 
produced showing the heights of the conductors above ground level, and the spacing 
between them in meters as illustrated in Figure 40. 
 
FIGURE 40: MIDLAND LINE OLE SPACINGS 
The node numbers should then be allocated, i.e. the start node and end node of each 
branch. If two or more branches are joined at the same along-track position, they must 
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share a node number. Due to having mutual impedances, the direction of each branch is 
significant. For each branch the start node should be at the sending end for the “loop 
impedance test” and the end node should be at the earthed end as illustrated in Figure 41 
[28]. 
 
Figure 41: Midland line nodes and branches 
 
Based on the distance between the conductors, the “conds” array could be derived in 
which: 
Column 1 is the conductor number 
Column 2 is the horizontal (“X”) displacement from the centre line of the tracks 
Column 3 is the vertical displacement from the rail level 
Column 4 is the effective radius of the cable 
 
The internal impedance of the conductors are inserted as an array of 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 1,𝑗𝑗 where j is the 
number of conductors in the up and down mains of the network. As the up and down mains 
are identical, the internal impedances are duplicated in the array below; 
 

































As conductor separation is required according to Equation 9, the separation matrix “d” is 
calculated as follows: 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓 [ 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑗𝑗 , 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖,4 ,��𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖,2 −  𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗,2�
2 + �𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖,3 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗,3�
2]   
The network impedance matrix “𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ” can be generated using the self and mutual 
impedance calculated in the Equation 8 and Equation 9 as follows:  
𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓 [ 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑗𝑗,𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  ,𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  ] 
Inverting  𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏  will then give the branch admittance matrix 𝑌𝑌𝑏𝑏 (Equation 10): 
𝑌𝑌𝑏𝑏 =  𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏−1 Equation 10 
The way in which the branches are connected is described by the Node Incidence Matrix 
“NIM”. This has the following properties: 
• Number of rows = number of branches. Each row corresponds to the same 
numbered branch. 
• Number of columns = number of nodes. Each column corresponds to the same 
numbered node. 
• Working through each branch (row of the matrix) in turn; the element in the 
column corresponding to the start node of the branch is set to +1; the element in 
the column corresponding to the end node is set to -1. All others are zero. 
The nodal admittance matrix is then calculated as [5], [28] 
𝑌𝑌 = 𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 .𝑌𝑌𝑏𝑏 .𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁 Equation 11 
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Where the T superscript indicates the transpose of the matrix. 
The Nodal Admittance Matrix then has to be modified by earthing the circuit (otherwise it 
will produce a Divide-by-Zero error in the subsequent processing). Mathematically, that 
means adding admittances to the leading-diagonal elements of the nodal admittance 
matrix, which correspond to nodes with significant connections to the earth. In order to do 
so, suitable earthing values should be added to the running rail nodes, to represent the 
earthing effect of the traction return circuit[28]. 
To apply the boundary conditions, earths should be taken into consideration by inputting 
definite values rather than using the simplified assumption that the rails and earth wires are 
“well connected” to earth. Referring to the assumptions to calculate only for one km of 
cable, the rails and earth wires cross bonded are terminated by an impedance to earth 
which is the semi-infinite impedance of all these conductors in parallel. Thus, the 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 
matrix is generated by extracting the submatrix of 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(7:10,7:10) [28].  
Get the series of impedances of all in parallel by applying 1 volt across each conductor and 
calculating the  current flow [28]: 








The total current is the sum of the elements of 𝐼𝐼𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖; noting that the voltage is set to 1 V, 
the series impedance of all return paths in parallel are [28]: 
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠 =  
1
∑ 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
  (Ω/km) Equation 13 
 
The shunt admittance is then calculated by Equation 14, as leakage to earth [28]: 
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𝑌𝑌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖ℎ
   (mho/km) Equation 14 
 
The resistance to earth value using the semi-infinite transmission line model is then 
calculated using Equation 15 [28]; 
𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖ℎ =  �
𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠
𝑌𝑌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑝𝑝
   (Ω) 
Equation 15 
 
At this stage, the boundary conditions (𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖ℎ) shall be added to relevant elements of 
matrix 𝑌𝑌. Once the nodal admittance matrix is completely calculated and earthed, the test 
current can be applied to the relevant overhead line node and the relevant earth node. This 
is done by means of the Node Current Vector I [28]. 
The number of elements in the Node Current Vector is equal to the number of nodes. All 
the elements are zero except for the elements corresponding to the nodes where the test 
current is connected. In this case, two nodes are involved, and the current associated with 
the rail node has to be equal and opposite to the current in the overhead line node (phase 
difference of 180 degrees) so that the vector sum of all the elements is zero and Kirchhoff’s 
first law is honoured. The node voltages are then calculated using Equation 16 [28]: 
𝑉𝑉 =  𝑌𝑌−1 .  𝐼𝐼 Equation 16 
 
Which gives a vector of the voltages at all the nodes. From this, the voltage difference can 
be found between the nodes at which the test current is connected. This voltage difference, 
taken together with the value of the test current, gives the relevant value of effective loop 
impedance[28]. 
Then the current in each branch can be calculated separately. This is necessary in order to 
provide separate figures for the impedance of each track in the scenario of parallel-
energised tracks. The branch currents are calculated using Equation 17 [28]: 
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𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 =  𝑌𝑌𝑏𝑏 .𝑁𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁 .𝑉𝑉 Equation 17 
 
As catenary and contact wire in each main are in parallel, the branch currents shall be 
added together and using the node voltages the overhead line impedance can be 
calculated. 
In all of the above expressions the units have to be consistent: voltages in volts, currents in 
amps, impedances in ohms and admittances in Siemens. Besides, it should be noted that the 
above calculations are based on 1 km length of overhead lines. 
To calculate the theoretical impedance of the OLE, a MATLAB code has been generated as 
illustrated in the Appendices section  7.8. 
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CHAPTER4. RESULTS 
This chapter is focused on the results obtained from the methods outlined in chapter 3 of 
this document plus the PTA simulation results for comparison; 
• OLE impedance measurement results 
• OLE impedance calculation results 
• OLE simulation results  
4.1 OLE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
The testing was carried out over two consecutive nights on 6th and 7th of November 2018. 
The OLE was isolated according to the existing procedures. The HV chamber doors were 
opened to gain access to the bus bars. Eventually, the test equipment was set up in the FS, 
the open line voltage test was performed prior to the impedance measurement at every 
track section, and no induced current was recorded in any of the OLE sections. Therefore, 
the Omicron CPC100 current and frequency output was set to 10 ∟0ᵒA and 50Hz 
respectively. A good practice for output frequency selection is to avoid the 50Hz as it can 
interfere with the function of the rest of the electrical components in the circuit. Therefore, 
by default, Omicron CPC100 inject different frequencies to measure the line impedance and 
in this case, frequencies of 30, 70, 90, 110 and 130Hz were default values. However, as the 
whole system was de-energised and isolated, no interferences were expected as a result of 
applying 50Hz directly to the network. 
Only for section 211, it was decided to measure the line impedance using both methods of 
direct and indirect frequencies to compare the results and provide assurance in the test 
accuracy. The remaining sections were performed by directly introducing 50 Hz to the OLE.  
The measuring methods were: 
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• Indirect method – In this method, to find the impedance for a 50Hz system, 
indirect frequencies of 30, 70, 90, 110 and 130Hz were applied to the OLE and 
the relevant reactance was recorded. The 50Hz impedance was then calculated 
based on other frequencies.  
• The direct method is performed by applying the 50Hz directly to the OLE and 
measuring the relevant impedance.  
Table 11 indicates the results captured for section 211 based on the indirect method. 
Table 11: Section 211, CPC100 output results 
 
 
   
The average OLE line resistance is calculated to be 1.076 Ω/km using Table 11. As it is clear, 
the line resistance is not affected by the frequency and the 50Hz line reactance was 
calculated to be 2.95Ω (Figure 42) by charting the data from Table 11. 
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Figure 42: Section 211 line reactance 
Table 12 -Table 15 illustrate the measured results for all the track sections based on the 
50Hz measurement. Each track section has been measured on 16 separate occasions to 
provide a more accurate value by averaging the measured results.  
Table 12: Section 211 impedance measurment result 
Section 211 
Measuring No. Current (A) Frequency (Hz) R (Ω) X (Ω) 
1 10 50 0.7307 2.9974 
2 10 50 0.7361 2.8546 
3 10 50 0.7646 2.9866 
4 10 50 0.7845 2.7576 
5 10 50 0.7971 3.1386 
6 10 50 0.7997 3.0744 
7 10 50 0.8191 3.1002 
8 10 50 0.8217 3.1033 
9 10 50 0.996 3.2005 
10 10 50 1.0797 3.2176 
11 10 50 1.1849 3.1827 
12 10 50 1.2553 2.7457 
13 10 50 1.2779 3.1159 
14 10 50 1.3227 2.8548 
15 10 50 1.3307 2.9945 
16 10 50 1.3345 2.9406 
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Table 13: Section 212 impedance measurement result 
Section 212 
Measuring No. Current (A) Frequency (Hz) R (Ω) X (Ω) 
1 10 50 0.949 2.6918 
2 10 50 0.992 2.6804 
3 10 50 1.0259 2.6753 
4 10 50 1.0321 2.6734 
5 10 50 1.0523 2.6769 
6 10 50 1.0731 2.6721 
7 10 50 1.1198 3.1763 
8 10 50 1.1205 2.6838 
9 10 50 1.1297 3.1973 
10 10 50 1.1453 3.1795 
11 10 50 1.1587 3.1766 
12 10 50 1.1735 2.7053 
13 10 50 1.2462 3.1157 
14 10 50 1.2567 3.0521 
15 10 50 1.2937 2.903 
16 10 50 1.3167 2.9713 
Impedance mean value 1.130325 2.889425 
 
 
Table 14: Section 213 impedance measurment result 
Section 213 
Measuring No. Current (A) Frequency (Hz) R (Ω) X (Ω) 
1 10 50 0.8416 2.2156 
2 10 50 0.8424 2.2211 
3 10 50 0.8431 2.2112 
4 10 50 0.845 2.2141 
5 10 50 0.8472 2.221 
6 10 50 0.8483 2.2203 
7 10 50 0.8486 2.2142 
8 10 50 0.8504 2.2118 
9 10 50 0.8507 2.2278 
10 10 50 0.8508 2.2117 
11 10 50 0.8511 2.2205 
12 10 50 0.8519 2.2263 
13 10 50 0.8527 2.2261 
14 10 50 0.8529 2.2116 
15 10 50 0.8541 2.2203 
16 10 50 0.8558 2.2283 
















Table 15: Section 214 impedance measurment result 
Section 214 
Measuring No. Current (A) Frequency (Hz) R (Ω) X (Ω) 
1 10 50 0.8127 2.2076 
2 10 50 0.8157 2.2038 
3 10 50 0.8174 2.2003 
4 10 50 0.8189 2.202 
5 10 50 0.8217 2.2096 
6 10 50 0.8232 2.21 
7 10 50 0.8245 2.2077 
8 10 50 0.8248 2.2096 
9 10 50 0.8249 2.2288 
10 10 50 0.8271 2.2275 
11 10 50 0.8278 2.2272 
12 10 50 0.8293 2.225 
13 10 50 0.8314 2.2132 
14 10 50 0.8324 2.2145 
15 10 50 0.8331 2.2118 
16 10 50 0.8336 2.2167 
Impedance mean value 0.824906 2.213456 
 
 
As sections 211 and 212 have similar characteristics and configuration, the results of both 
sections are charted for comparison in Figure 43, and a similar comparison was made for 
sections 213 and 214 in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: Section 213 and 214 impedance comparison 
Referring to the test plan in Appendix A, the measured length of the OLE in section 211 and 
212 was 7.78km, and for track sections 213 and 214 was 5.86km. The Ω/km values for the 
OLE track sections are calculated in Table 16. 
Table 16: Track sections impedance (Ω/km) 
Track Section R (Ω/km) X (Ω/km) 
211 0.1288 0.3877 
212 0.1453 0.3714 
213 0.1449 0.3786 
214 0.1408 0.3777 
 
 
Moreover, the average value for the lines is calculated as 0.14+j0.3788. 
4.2 THEORETICAL OLE IMPEDANCE RESULTS 
The results in this section are obtained by using the methodology outlined in section  3.2 , 
the calculation below are extracted from the code developed in MATLAB. Full MATLAB code 
is provided in Appendices section  7.8. 
Mast_per_km =    50 
Mast_res =    20 
Z_intcat =    0.2330 + 0.2710i 
Z_intcon =   0.2020 + 0.1570i 
p =   673 
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con_CSA =   107 
rc_CSA =  157.6000 
aew_CSA =  157.6000 
rail_CSA =        8200 
rad_cat =    0.0041 
rad_con =     0.0038 
rad_rc =    0.0062 
rad_rail =    0.0940 
rad_aew =    0.0062 
zint_cat =   0.2830 + 0.2710i 
zint_con =   0.2020 + 0.1570i 
zint_rc =   0.2230 + 0.0176i 
zint_rail =   0.1590 + 0.1450i 
zint_aew =   0.2230 + 0.0176i 
conds = 
    1.0000   -1.9000    5.8850    0.0041 
    2.0000   -1.9000    5.2500    0.0038 
    3.0000    1.9000    5.8850    0.0041 
    4.0000    1.9000    5.2500    0.0038 
    5.0000   -5.4500    6.3000    0.0062 
    6.0000    5.4500    6.3000    0.0062 
    7.0000   -1.9000         0    0.0940 
    8.0000    1.9000         0    0.0940 
    9.0000   -5.4500    6.5500    0.0062 
   10.0000    5.4500    6.5500    0.0062 
 
Zint = 
   0.2830 + 0.2710i 
   0.2020 + 0.1570i 
   0.2830 + 0.2710i 
   0.2020 + 0.1570i 
   0.2230 + 0.0176i 
   0.2230 + 0.0176i 
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   0.1590 + 0.1450i 
   0.1590 + 0.1450i 
   0.2230 + 0.0176i 
   0.2230 + 0.0176i 
 
d = 
    0.0041    0.6350    3.8000    3.8527    3.5742    7.3617    5.8850    7.0052    3.6117    7.3800 
    0.6350    0.0038    3.8527    3.8000    3.7020    7.4246    5.2500    6.4809    3.7805    7.4641 
    3.8000    3.8527    0.0041    0.6350    7.3617    3.5742    7.0052    5.8850    7.3800    3.6117 
    3.8527    3.8000    0.6350    0.0038    7.4246    3.7020    6.4809    5.2500    7.4641    3.7805 
    3.5742    3.7020    7.3617    7.4246    0.0062   10.9000    7.2314    9.6805    0.2500   10.9029 
    7.3617    7.4246    3.5742    3.7020   10.9000    0.0062    9.6805    7.2314   10.9029    0.2500 
    5.8850    5.2500    7.0052    6.4809    7.2314    9.6805    0.0940    3.8000    7.4502    9.8450 
    7.0052    6.4809    5.8850    5.2500    9.6805    7.2314    3.8000    0.0940    9.8450    7.4502 
    3.6117    3.7805    7.3800    7.4641    0.2500   10.9029    7.4502    9.8450    0.0062   10.9000 
    7.3800    7.4641    3.6117    3.7805   10.9029    0.2500    9.8450    7.4502   10.9000    0.0062 
 
Zbr = 
   0.3323 + 1.1062i   0.0493 + 0.5180i   0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.0493 + 0.4047i   0.0493 + 0.4095i   0.0493 + 0.3641i   
0.0493 + 0.3781i   0.0493 + 0.3672i   0.0493 + 0.4088i   0.0493 + 0.3639i 
   0.0493 + 0.5180i   0.2514 + 0.9966i   0.0493 + 0.4047i   0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.0493 + 0.4072i   0.0493 + 0.3635i   
0.0493 + 0.3853i   0.0493 + 0.3721i   0.0493 + 0.4059i   0.0493 + 0.3632i 
   0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.0493 + 0.4047i   0.3323 + 1.1062i   0.0493 + 0.5180i   0.0493 + 0.3641i   0.0493 + 0.4095i   
0.0493 + 0.3672i   0.0493 + 0.3781i   0.0493 + 0.3639i   0.0493 + 0.4088i 
   0.0493 + 0.4047i   0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.0493 + 0.5180i   0.2514 + 0.9966i   0.0493 + 0.3635i   0.0493 + 0.4072i   
0.0493 + 0.3721i   0.0493 + 0.3853i   0.0493 + 0.3632i   0.0493 + 0.4059i 
   0.0493 + 0.4095i   0.0493 + 0.4072i   0.0493 + 0.3641i   0.0493 + 0.3635i   0.2723 + 0.8269i   0.0493 + 0.3394i   
0.0493 + 0.3652i   0.0493 + 0.3469i   0.0493 + 0.5766i   0.0493 + 0.3394i 
   0.0493 + 0.3641i   0.0493 + 0.3635i   0.0493 + 0.4095i   0.0493 + 0.4072i   0.0493 + 0.3394i   0.2723 + 0.8269i   
0.0493 + 0.3469i   0.0493 + 0.3652i   0.0493 + 0.3394i   0.0493 + 0.5766i 
   0.0493 + 0.3781i   0.0493 + 0.3853i   0.0493 + 0.3672i   0.0493 + 0.3721i   0.0493 + 0.3652i   0.0493 + 0.3469i   
0.2084 + 0.7830i   0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.0493 + 0.3633i   0.0493 + 0.3458i 
   0.0493 + 0.3672i   0.0493 + 0.3721i   0.0493 + 0.3781i   0.0493 + 0.3853i   0.0493 + 0.3469i   0.0493 + 0.3652i   
0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.2084 + 0.7830i   0.0493 + 0.3458i   0.0493 + 0.3633i 
   0.0493 + 0.4088i   0.0493 + 0.4059i   0.0493 + 0.3639i   0.0493 + 0.3632i   0.0493 + 0.5766i   0.0493 + 0.3394i   
0.0493 + 0.3633i   0.0493 + 0.3458i   0.2723 + 0.8269i   0.0493 + 0.3394i 
   0.0493 + 0.3639i   0.0493 + 0.3632i   0.0493 + 0.4088i   0.0493 + 0.4059i   0.0493 + 0.3394i   0.0493 + 0.5766i   
0.0493 + 0.3458i   0.0493 + 0.3633i   0.0493 + 0.3394i   0.2723 + 0.8269i 
 





   0.2084 + 0.7830i   0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.0493 + 0.3633i   0.0493 + 0.3458i 
   0.0493 + 0.4056i   0.2084 + 0.7830i   0.0493 + 0.3458i   0.0493 + 0.3633i 
   0.0493 + 0.3633i   0.0493 + 0.3458i   0.2723 + 0.8269i   0.0493 + 0.3394i 
   0.0493 + 0.3458i   0.0493 + 0.3633i   0.0493 + 0.3394i   0.2723 + 0.8269i 
 
Ipervolt = 
   0.0710 - 0.5166i 
   0.0710 - 0.5166i 
   0.1383 - 0.4992i 
   0.1383 - 0.4992i 
 
Zs =   0.0973 + 0.4722i 
Yshunt =    2.5000 
Zearth =   0.3404 + 0.2774i 
 
Yb = 
   0.5020 - 1.1725i  -0.1902 + 0.2701i  -0.0327 + 0.0749i  -0.0333 + 0.0930i  -0.0602 + 0.1221i  -0.0194 + 0.0675i  
-0.0443 + 0.1199i  -0.0301 + 0.1010i  -0.0603 + 0.1219i  -0.0205 + 0.0680i 
  -0.1902 + 0.2701i   0.5281 - 1.4245i  -0.0333 + 0.0930i  -0.0366 + 0.1191i  -0.0635 + 0.1509i  -0.0177 + 0.0830i  
-0.0650 + 0.1718i  -0.0404 + 0.1396i  -0.0603 + 0.1490i  -0.0184 + 0.0834i 
  -0.0327 + 0.0749i  -0.0333 + 0.0930i   0.5020 - 1.1725i  -0.1902 + 0.2701i  -0.0194 + 0.0675i  -0.0602 + 0.1221i  
-0.0301 + 0.1010i  -0.0443 + 0.1199i  -0.0205 + 0.0680i  -0.0603 + 0.1219i 
  -0.0333 + 0.0930i  -0.0366 + 0.1191i  -0.1902 + 0.2701i   0.5281 - 1.4245i  -0.0177 + 0.0830i  -0.0635 + 0.1509i  
-0.0404 + 0.1396i  -0.0650 + 0.1718i  -0.0184 + 0.0834i  -0.0603 + 0.1490i 
  -0.0602 + 0.1221i  -0.0635 + 0.1509i  -0.0194 + 0.0675i  -0.0177 + 0.0830i   1.1746 - 1.6716i  -0.0199 + 0.0784i  
-0.0747 + 0.1696i  -0.0379 + 0.1262i  -0.8121 + 0.5568i  -0.0215 + 0.0794i 
  -0.0194 + 0.0675i  -0.0177 + 0.0830i  -0.0602 + 0.1221i  -0.0635 + 0.1509i  -0.0199 + 0.0784i   1.1746 - 1.6716i  
-0.0379 + 0.1262i  -0.0747 + 0.1696i  -0.0215 + 0.0794i  -0.8121 + 0.5568i 
  -0.0443 + 0.1199i  -0.0650 + 0.1718i  -0.0301 + 0.1010i  -0.0404 + 0.1396i  -0.0747 + 0.1696i  -0.0379 + 0.1262i   
0.7100 - 1.8568i  -0.2437 + 0.3966i  -0.0672 + 0.1655i  -0.0356 + 0.1246i 
  -0.0301 + 0.1010i  -0.0404 + 0.1396i  -0.0443 + 0.1199i  -0.0650 + 0.1718i  -0.0379 + 0.1262i  -0.0747 + 0.1696i  
-0.2437 + 0.3966i   0.7100 - 1.8568i  -0.0356 + 0.1246i  -0.0672 + 0.1655i 
  -0.0603 + 0.1219i  -0.0603 + 0.1490i  -0.0205 + 0.0680i  -0.0184 + 0.0834i  -0.8121 + 0.5568i  -0.0215 + 0.0794i  
-0.0672 + 0.1655i  -0.0356 + 0.1246i   1.1702 - 1.6694i  -0.0234 + 0.0804i 
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  -0.0205 + 0.0680i  -0.0184 + 0.0834i  -0.0603 + 0.1219i  -0.0603 + 0.1490i  -0.0215 + 0.0794i  -0.8121 + 0.5568i  
-0.0356 + 0.1246i  -0.0672 + 0.1655i  -0.0234 + 0.0804i   1.1702 - 1.6694i 
 
NIM = 
     1     0     0    -1 
     1     0     0    -1 
     0     1     0    -1 
     0     1     0    -1 
     0     0     1    -1 
     0     0     1    -1 
     0     0     1    -1 
     0     0     1    -1 
     0     0     1    -1 
     0     0     1    -1 
 
NIMT = 
     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0 
     0     0     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0 
     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     1     1 
    -1    -1    -1    -1    -1    -1    -1    -1    -1    -1 
 
Y = 
   0.6498 - 2.0567i  -0.1359 + 0.3800i  -0.5002 + 1.3782i  -0.0137 + 0.2985i 
  -0.1359 + 0.3800i   0.6498 - 2.0567i  -0.5002 + 1.3782i  -0.0137 + 0.2985i 
  -0.5002 + 1.3782i  -0.5002 + 1.3782i   1.3396 - 4.3964i  -0.3393 + 1.6400i 
  -0.0137 + 0.2985i  -0.0137 + 0.2985i  -0.3393 + 1.6400i   0.3667 - 2.2370i 
 
Yinv = 
   0.5707 - 0.0953i   0.3808 - 0.4594i   0.4191 - 0.4009i   0.3946 - 0.4832i 
   0.3808 - 0.4594i   0.5707 - 0.0953i   0.4191 - 0.4009i   0.3946 - 0.4832i 
   0.4191 - 0.4009i   0.4191 - 0.4009i   0.4866 - 0.2428i   0.4404 - 0.3941i 
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    10 
     0 
   -10 
     0 
 
V = 
   1.5153 + 3.0559i 
  -0.3835 - 0.5850i 
  -0.6747 - 1.5806i 
  -0.4571 - 0.8903i 
 
Ib = 
   4.5853 - 0.5254i 
   5.7467 - 0.9352i 
  -0.0289 + 0.1310i 
  -0.0029 + 0.1745i 
  -1.8719 + 0.0499i 
  -1.2613 + 0.1325i 
  -2.1034 + 0.1571i 
  -1.8436 + 0.2013i 
  -1.8595 + 0.0570i 
  -1.2691 + 0.1275i 
 
V1 =   1.9724 + 3.9462i 
It =  10.3320 - 1.4606i 
 
Zt =   0.1342 + 0.4009i 
The MATLAB calculations coding is detailed in Appendices section  7.8. The Midland line 
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4.3 OLE SIMULATION RESULT 
PTA has been using a software called OpenTrack for its railcars movement and planning. 
OpenTrack is an object orientated modelling software used in railways for planning and 
analysing the rail car movements based on the network infrastructure. A simple bock 
diagram of the OpenTrack software is illustrated in Figure 45 [33]. 
 
Figure 45: OpenTrack Software block diagram[33] 
Partial section of the existing model for the Midland line in OpenTrack is shown in Figure 46. 
 
Figure 46: Section of the Midland line OPenTrack model 
Following the purchase of OpenTrack, PTA has recently procured a software named 
“OpenPowerNet (OPN)”. OPN is a traction power supply and train performance simulation 
software which is used in the rail industry. OPN software simulates the traction power data 
based on the railcar movement data produced by OpenTrack software [34].  
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OPN does the traction Power Supply Calculation in PSC module as well as the Advanced 
Train Model simulation in ATM module. The operational simulation is done by OpenTrack in 
co-simulation with the electrical simulation. OPN has a retroactive effect on OpenTrack [34]. 
 
Figure 47: OPN and OpenTrack interaction [34] 
As mentioned in earlier chapters, this project has high risk profile for the operation team 
and part of this project, it was important to verify the results to minimise the operational 
risks such as unwanted relay trips due to wrong relay settings, train delays, . Thus, this 
project provided support to PTA to model the Midland line and evaluate the OPN simulation 
against measured and theoretical results. 
OPN software is capable of analysing and simulating the network. Although there were 
several outputs obtained from the software, this project focused only on the impedance 
results and the rest of the values are excluded from this document. 
Figure 48 illustrates the simulated impedance value of the OLE for the Midland line from 
Summer street FS until Bassendean TSC. 
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Figure 48: Section 211/212 simulated impedance value 
The impedance absolute value versus the distance graph for section 211 and 212 is shown 
in Figure 49. 
 
Figure 49: Section 211/212 OLE impedance value vs distance 
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In section 211 and 212, the closest masts with a designated earthing point before the 
Bassendean TSC are located at 7.8 km, this distance was selected to earth the catenary and 
contact wire for the impedance measurement. Therefore, to have a consistent result across 
measured and simulation result, the simulation value at 7.768 km is used (1.252+j2.743). 
The distance protection setting calculation require unity values in ohm per kilometre, thus, 
the simulation impedance value was divided by 7.768km to obtain the OLE impedance per 
km. As a result, the simulation impedance value was calculated to be 0.1612+j0.3531. 
4.4 VALIDATION 
All of the data obtained from the mentioned methods are summarised in Table 17. The 
alteration in the results are could be caused by many factors such as assumptions and 
limitations associated with each method. 
 
Table 17: Results comparison 
 
 
Overhead line impedance verification was done to assure the accuracy of the data 
presented to the PTA electrical team. As a is indicated in Table 17, the error against 
measured values are less than 5%, thus, the overhead line measured impedance values 
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CHAPTER5. CONCLUSION 
Reliable and accurate protection systems are critical components in an electrical network. 
To maintain the reliability and accuracy of the protection system it is imperative that any 
system attribute changes are analysed for the impact to the associated system protection. 
The primary impetus for change of the protection systems at PTA was the preceding 
disconnecting of the booster transformers from the network.  
As a consequence, the distance protection system was affected due to the change in the 
OLE impedance, which became the objective of this project to obtain the Midland line 
overhead line impedance value by measuring the overhead line and verifying the results via 
theoretical calculation.  
To perform an OLE impedance measurement, a test plan was generated and reviewed with 
all key stakeholders and experienced engineers to identify and rectify any risk. As a result, 
OLE impedance measurement was carried out safely, effectively and efficiently. Feedback 
from the electrical team was recorded as lessons learnt and will be added to future test 
plans to improve testing procedures. 
In parallel, OLE network data was gathered and following Carson-Pollaczek method and 
studying network rail guidelines, a suitable method was obtained to calculate the 
impedance value theoretically.   
In order to conduct the data reliability evaluation and comparison, a simulation model was 
developed to cross-check the results obtained via measured and calculated values. In 
summary, the project objective was fully delivered according to the project scope and the 
results are in line with each other. 
As expected, small variation was observed in result sets measured, calculated and 
simulated. These variations were expected due to the assumptions which were made in the 
theoretical calculation as well as limitations associate with the OpenTrack software in 
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implementing the environmental factors. Also, erosion factors were not considered in the 
theoretical/modelling methods.  
The comparison results revealed that the measurement method data are valid and could be 
used for future works. Thus, the Midland line impedance value of 0.14 + j0.3777 (Ω/km) will 
be used to recalculate the P438 relay settings. 
5.1 FUTURE WORKS 
5.1.1 P438 SETTINGS UPDATE 
Measuring the OLE impedance is the initial step for recalculating and upgrading the distance 
protection system. The next stage is to upgrade the P438 settings to eliminate the distance 
to fault reading errors. In this case, it is necessary to understand network feeding in normal 
and emergency configuration to calculate the new group settings for all three zones in the 
MICOM P438 relays. It is expected that the result of this change will reduce the distance to 
fault reading discrepancies, which will subsequently improve network reliability. 
5.1.2 RELAY TESTING AND COMMISSIONING 
The next step is testing and commissioning. Relay testing is required to be performed in 
order to assure the correct settings are implemented in the P438 relays. In this regard, it is 
essential to provide a test plan and liaise with key stakeholders to submit an SDF for line 
closure. In this case, a power system simulator device could simulate a various faults 
situations under test condition prior to commissioning the relays.   
5.1.3 NETWORK-WIDE ROLLOUT  
The primary focus of this project was on rectifying the discrepancies in the Midland line 
distance to fault readings. However, since the BTs are partially removed across the network, 
this problem is not only limited to the Midland line and this is an ongoing project within the 
PTA. Thus, the distance protection upgrade is required to be rolled out across the network 
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to maintain reliability and accuracy. The procedure and steps produced via this project 
could be used to perform similar projects across the network.   
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7.1 APPENDIX A - PTA EXISTING ELECTRICAL NETWORK 
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7.2 APPENDIX B 
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7.3 APPENDIX C 
Partial SLD of a FS protection in rail way systems. 
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7.4 APPENDIX D 
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7.5 APPENDIX E 
Table 18: CPC100 current output range 
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7.8 APPENDIX H 
The MATLAB code written for this project to calculate the OLE impedance are in below; 
Re = 0.04935; %Resistance of earth return path Ohm/Km 
Mast_per_km = 50 %Number of masts per Km , assume 40meter spacing between the masts=25 then we have masts on both sides of the tracks 
25x2=50 
Mast_res = 20 %mast footing resistance ohm/mast 
Z_intcat = 0.233+0.271i %Catenary wire impedance 
Z_intcon = 0.202+0.157i %Contact wire impedance  
p = 673 %Soil Resistivity ohm/m 
p = sqrt(p); 
cat_CSA=77.28 %cat cross section area 
con_CSA=107 %contact wire section area 
rc_CSA=157.6 %got from data sheet 
aew_CSA=157.6 %got from data sheet 
rail_CSA=5192 %got from rail manual for 41kg rail 
rad_cat=0.00408 % catenary wire effective radius  
rad_con= (sqrt((con_CSA*0.7)/pi)/1000)*0.779  %calculate contact wire effective radius based on the cross section area and 30% wear on the 
cable  (a=0.779)     r_eq = r*a  
 
rad_rc=0.00616  %effective radius of Rc wire, got this value from the data sheet 
rad_rail=0.094  %effective radius of rail obtained from Network rail 
rad_aew=0.00616  %effective radius Aerial earth wire, got this value form the data sheet 
zint_cat=0.283+0.271i 
zint_con=0.202+0.157i 
zint_rc=0.223+0.0176i %got this from the data sheet.  
zint_rail=0.159+0.145i 
zint_aew=0.223+0.0176i %got this from the data sheet.  
%conds matrix  
%col1 is conductor number 
%col2 is the horizontal"X" displacement from the centre line of the tracks 
%col3 is vertical displacement from rail level 
%col4 is the radius 
conds=[ 
    1,-1.9,5.885,rad_cat; 
    2,-1.9,5.25,rad_con; 
    3,1.9,5.885,rad_cat; 
    4,1.9,5.25,rad_con; 
    5,-5.45,6.30,rad_rc; 
    6,5.45,6.30,rad_rc; 
    7,-1.9,0,rad_rail; 
    8,1.9,0,rad_rail; 
    9,-5.45,6.55,rad_aew; 
    10,5.45,6.55,rad_aew] 
  
Zint=[ 
    zint_cat; 
    zint_con; 
    zint_cat; 
    zint_con; 
    zint_rc; 
    zint_rc; 
    zint_rail; 
    zint_rail; 
    zint_aew; 
    zint_aew] 
% to generate the distance between the conductors in a matrix  
rows_conds=size(conds,1); 
  
for i = 1:rows_conds; 
    for j = 1:rows_conds; 
if i==j 
d(i,j)= conds(i,4) ; 
else 
d(i,j)= sqrt((conds(i,2)-conds(j,2))^2+(conds(i,3)-conds(j,3))^2);  
end 
    end 
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end 
   
d=d %just to display the distance matrix between the conductors 
  
%generating the impedance matrixs be calculating self impedance and mutual 
%impedance 
  
for i = 1:rows_conds; 









    end 
end 
Zbr=Zbr %impedance matrix 
  
Zboundry= Zbr(7:10,7:10) 
Ipervolt=inv(Zboundry)*[1;1;1;1] %apply 1 volt across each conductor 
  






Yb = inv(Zbr) 
NIM=[ 
    1,0,0,-1; 
    1,0,0,-1; 
    0,1,0,-1; 
    0,1,0,-1; 
    0,0,1,-1; 
    0,0,1,-1; 
    0,0,1,-1; 
    0,0,1,-1; 
    0,0,1,-1; 
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7.9 APPENDIX I 
 
The risk workshop which were held prior to the impedance test plan approval.
DRAFT V0.001 Risk Register for .... Risk Assessment as of
<enter date>
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Confirm the de-energisation with ECO
Test plan (e.g. double check the switches / 
Circuit Breaker status by ECO and Switch and 
Checker) 
Isolation Procedure (includes confirmations)
Competent and experienced technicians
Navid.Nikraz@pt
a.wa.gov.au
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Confirmation that busbar chamber is clear prior 
to test
No access to the busbar during the test
Traction Power procedure (+ Permit to work)
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Confirm the de-energisation with ECO
Test plan (e.g. double check the switches / 
Circuit Breaker status by ECO and Switch and 
Checker)
Lock and earth the BS1 and BSI2 manually  
Isolation Procedure (includes confirmations)
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Operational  Unable to complete 








3 Rail Infrastructure, 
Rail Safety
Extra time to perform a step
ECO being busy with other 
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place for the second night.
Checking of equiment
Prestart briefing
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Test plan (e.g. double check the switches / 
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Clear the worksite after work
Navid.Nikraz@pt
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7.10 APPENDIX J 




























MIDLAND LINE IMPEDANCE TESTING PLAN 
8. Communications
The following communications are to be used during the testing process: 
TITLE OF PERSON TELEPHONE NUMBER 
PTA Emergency Contact 
PTA East Perth (ECO} 
Test Engineer (Reza Daliloltejari) 
Senior TP Engineer (Navid Nikraz) 
OLE Superintendent (Sergiu Capra) 
TP Superintendent (David Foster) 
TP Nominated Person (TBA) 
OLE Nominated Person (TBA) 
HES Contractor-Electrical Engineer (Ali Tawaab) 
Electrical Engineering Manager (Leo Beyers)- In case of emergency 
9. Outline of Risks
A risk workshop will be carried out in conjunction with HES to set risk control measures in place
and manage any potential risks during the procedure. The risk assessment is not part of this
document, however, the risk assessment is a crucial part of these tests and approved test plan
and risk assessment document is required to be in place prior to the tests.
The risk assessment document will cover the scopes below;




Communication between the teams will be done via the mobile phone or landline. If
communications are lost between any members of the test team, the test must be suspended
until such time as they are restored.
11. Transfer of Responsibilities in the Event of an Emergency
In an emergency, the ECO will direct the commissioning team. The Test Engineer where
required will communicate to the ECO the state of the OLE, TP and HES contractor at the time of
the emergency.
Public Transport Authority I Impedance Testing Procedure Revs 




















